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Chapter 1

Notation Conventions

This manual uses the following notation conventions:

The Courier font is used for 

1. Method and property definitions 

2. VB Code wherever it occurs.

E.g.:
Set recps = Message.Recipients
for I=0 to recps.count-1
  set recp=recps.item(I)
  MessageBox recp.Address
next

• Italics denote Function and property names references or other names.
E.g.:
Error codes and descriptions are always thread and application (CTCApplication) specific

• Members functions of objects are denoted by a pair of brackets “()” appended to the function name.
E.g.:
DeleteItem()

• Properties of objects are denoted with a preceding dot “.”
E.g.:
.MimeType

• If a Property also needs parameters, there is a dot “.” before and a pair of brackets “()” after the
propertyname
E.g.:
.Item()
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Chapter 2

Object Model

Only the Application is creatable. This means, within VB or any other script language only this objects
can be created using new, CreateObject() or similar functions. All other objects are returned by methods
provided by the parent object.
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Chapter 3

Object Dependencies

Usually objects are dependent from other (parent) objects. Unlike other Interfaces (e.g. Lotus Notes API)
objects are not immediately destroyed if there is no explicit reference to them. Instead they are destroyed
at the time when the last child is destroyed. Otherwise child objects would become useless in many
circumstances.

You can pass back child objects from functions also if the parent object goes out of scope.

Note This behaviour is introduced with Release 1.04.00.

TFC Structure:

TFC consists of high level, easy to use objects that provide a simple interface to the more complicated
internal TFC objects (also known as TCSI objects).
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Chapter 4

Common Methods

All TFC classes contain the following methods and properties:

Properties

Type Comment

ObjectType Long Can take a TFC object handle as parameter

LastError Long

LastErrorDescription String

LastErrorContext String

Application Application

TCSIHandle Long Hidden

Value Variant Can take TFC object ID and TFC object handle as parameter

String

Methods

Return Type Parameters Comment

DelProperty Boolean TCSI_ID as Long

Destroy

Backup, Restore Boolean Filename as String, Ascii as Boolean

GetProperty Boolean Id as Long, Value (String or Long) hidden

GetPropertyEx Boolean Id as Long, Value (String or Long)

PutProperty Boolean Id as Long, Value (String or Long)

GetProperty()
Function GetProperty(nID As Long, pvValue as Variant, [hObj As Long]) As Boolean

Parameters

nID TCSI Object ID

pvValue Integer or String values ,depending on the TCSI Object ID (Dates are returned as strings of
the format: YYMMDD:HHMMSS)

hObj Handle to a object (optional)
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Return Values

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE

Note This property is obsolete, use GetPropertyEx instead.

GetPropertyEx()
Function GetPropertyEx(nID As Long, pvValue as Variant, [hObj As Long]) As Boolean

Parameters

nID TCSI Object ID

pvValue Integer, String and Date (VT_DATE) values (To be downward compatible, the "old" method
GetProperty has not been changed)

hObj Handle to a object (optional)

Return Values

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE

PutProperty()
Function PutProperty(nID As Long, vValue as Variant, [hObj As Long]) As Boolean

Parameters

nID TCSI Object ID

vValue accepts Integer, String and Date values. If a date is accepted as a string, the format is
YYMMDD:HHMMSS

hObj Handle to a object (optional)

Return Values

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE and sets the last TFC error and error description.

DelProperty()
Function DelProperty(nID As Long, [hObj As Long]) As Boolean
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Generic Property access functions. It may be used to access Integer- or String-type objects in any internal
TFC object. The default parent object depends on the TFC object.

Parameters

nID TCSI Object ID

hObj Handle to a object (optional)

Return Values

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE and sets the last TFC error and error description.

.ObjectType
R/O: Property ObjectType([hObj As Long]) As Long

Parameters

hObj Handle to a TCSI object (optional)

Return Values

Equivalent to the TCSI functions ohh_getobjecttype and get_childtype. ObjectType() returns the object ID
type of the default object or the object specified in hObj.

This property return 0 on error.

Object Object ID

Application

Session SET_SERV_SESSION

Message SET_ENTRY_MS SET_ENTRY_MS_MAIL
SET_ENTRY_MS_MAIL_ARC SET_ENTRY_ARCHIVE

User SET_ENTRY_US

Recipient SET_ENTRY_RS

MessageList SET_PS_MESSAGE_STORE SET_PS_ARCHIVE

UserList SET_PS_USER_STORE

RecipientList SET_PS_RECIPIENT_STORE

.LastError
Property LastError as Long

Used to set or retrieve the last error code. Error codes are stored globally in the application object.
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Return Values

The last error number

.LastErrorDescription
Property LastErrorDescription As String
  

Used to set or retrieve the last error description. Error descriptions are stored globally in the application
object.

A translation is done from the .LastError via the resources DLL, which has to be installed on the system. If
this dll (TCMSG.DLL) is not installed in C:\TOPCALL\SHARED, the path has to be supplied in the registry
key: HKLM\SYSTEM\CurrentControlSet\Services\EventLog\Application\<szName>

.LastErrorContext
Property LastErrorContext As String
  

This field contains additional information regarding the last error. Note that this information is not intended
to be shown to the end user since it is only in English.

Note The meaning of the .Lasterrordescription has changed; the .LasterrorContext now contains the
information of the former .Lasterrordescription.

Only errors are written to the internal error variables.

Warning:

If a function succeeds, any error code already stored is not overwritten. To clear the error code call
.LastError = TFC.OK each time, you check the LastError, you have to reset it afterwards.

Example:

Visual Basic
Call g_Dir.First

…
While (Not g_Dir.EOF)
...Set message = g_Dir.OpenCurrent
... ‘TFC.OK = 100, values below are warnings, above are errors.
...If g_Dir.LastError > TFC.OK Then
......szTmp = CSTR(g_Dir.LastError)
......szTmp = szTmp & g_Dir.LastErrorDescription)
......MessageBox ("TFC returned " & szTmp)
......g_Directory.LastError = TFC.OK
...Else
......…
......…
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.Application
R/O: Property Application as TFC.Application

Returns a reference to the application object the current object belongs to. However, there is only one real
parent object (see Object Dependencies). An object may store references to both application and session
object it corresponds to.

Return Values

Returns NULL on error or if there is no parent object.

Example:

Visual Basic
Dim gApp As TFC.Application
Dim gSession As TFC.Session
Dim gMessage As TFC.Message
Set gApp = CreateObject("TFC.Application")
If Not gApp Is Nothing Then
  Set gSession = gApp.CreateSession("RMTCOSS", "TCP/IP,RMTCOSS")
  If Not gSession Is Nothing Then
    Debug.Print "TFC Session created"
...Set gMessage = gSession.Application.CreateMessage
  ...If Not gMessage Is Nothing Then
    ......Debug.Print "Message created"
...Else
    ......Debug.Print "Creation of Message failed"
...End If
  Else
    Debug.Print "TFC Session failed"
  End If
Else
  Debug.Print "Creating of TFC.Application failed"
End If

VBScript
DIM gApp
DIM gSession
DIM gMessage
Set gApp = CreateObject("TFC.Application")
If not gApp is Nothing then
...Set gSession = gApp.CreateSession("RMTCOSS", "TCP/IP,RMTCOSS")
...If not gSession is Nothing then
......Wscript.Echo "TFC Session created"
......Set gMessage  = gSession.Application.CreateMessage
......If not gMessage is nothing Then
.........Wscript.Echo "Message created"
......Else
.........Wscript.Echo "Creation of Message failed"
......End If
...Else
......Wscript.Echo "TFC Session failed"
...End if
Else
...Wscript.Echo "Creating of TFC.Application failed"
End if
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.Session
R/O: Property Session As TFC.Session

Returns a reference to the session object the current object belongs to. However, there is only one real
parent object (see Object Dependencies). An object may store references to both application and session
object it corresponds to. Returns NULL on error or if there is no parent object.

Return Values

Returns NULL on error or if there is no parent object.

Example:

VBScript
Call Login

Sub Login
DIM App
DIM Session

Set App = CreateObject("TFC.Application")
If not App is Nothing then
...Set Session = App.CreateSession("TCOSS", "TCP/IP,TCOSS")
...If not Session is Nothing then
......Wscript.Echo "TFC Session created"
......If False = Session.Login("Testuser","") Then
.........Wscript.Echo "Login failed"
......Else
.........OpenMessage Session
......End If
.........
...Else
......Wscript.Echo "TFC Session failed"
...End if
Else
...Wscript.Echo "Creating of TFC.Application failed"
End If
Set App = Nothing
Set Session = Nothing
End Sub

Sub OpenMessage (pSess)
DIM Message
Dim Inbox
Set Inbox = pSess.OpenInbox
If Inbox is Nothing Then
...WScript.Echo "OpenInbox failed"
Else
...Inbox.First
...If not Inbox.EOF Then
......Set Message = Inbox.OpenCurrent
...End If
...WScript.Echo "Logout"
...Inbox.Session.Logout
End If
Set Message = Nothing
Set Inbox = Nothing
End Sub
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.Value
Property Value([nID As Long], [hObj As Long]) as Variant

Parameters

nID TCSI Object ID

hObj Handle to a object (optional)

Return Values

This property returns the default property value for an object. The default property depends on the type of
object

Every object has a default value. Within the VB debugger, default values are displayed automatically
when holding the mouse cursor over a variable containing an object. The default value is the property
that distinguishes this object among the other objects with the same type or the property that is most
interesting.

The Value-property can be used to access any integer- or string- type object in any TFC object. This
works like the dedicated access functions GetProperty() and PutProperty() but allows to retrieve or set a
value simply using the assignment operator. If a value is assigned to the property, the nID parameter is
always required.

Because there is no Boolean parameter returning the function outcome, a runtime error is generated
when a write access does not succeed. Read accesses do not generate runtime errors, a default value is
returned instead.

This contains the textual content of the object. It depends on the class itself, what is contained in the
property. In any case, this value can be presented to the user.

E.g. for a text content object, this is the text itself.

Information returned by .Value property:

Object Reference Manual

Application TS_APPL_ID

Session TS_SERV_ID

TS_FILE_NAME
Message InBox: TS_ORIGINATOR_INFO

OutBox: TS_RECIPIENT_INFO

User TS_USER_ID

Recipient TS_RECP_ID

TS_FILE_NAME
Message Directory InBox: TS_ORIGINATOR_INFO

OutBox: TS_RECIPIENT_INFO

User Directory TS_USER_ID

18
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Object Reference Manual

Recipient Directory TS_RECP_ID

Address Service, Number

Attachment Text content of object (if any)

Image Nothing

Text Text content of object

.WhatAmI
Property WhatAmI as String

Return value

Every object can be identified using the “WhatAmI” read-only property. It returns the text description of the
object. This is especially useful, when using variants to store objects, or determining which type of content
a Message contains.

Backup(), Restore()
Function Backup(FileName as String, [Ascii as 
Boolean],[Append as Boolean]) as Boolean
Function Restore(FileName as String) as Boolean

Parameters

Filename Name of the file for the backup/restore

Ascii FALSE = Binary, TRUE = ASCII

Append TRUE = Append the backup. Append is only possible for ASCII backups

With the backup method, you can save TFC objects to a disk file. You can use the restore method to
restore objects later.

The disc file can be either in a human readable format (Ascii) or binary, which saves disk space.

The Ascii format can be used to determine what is stored in the TFC object.

The Append parameter is used to write at the end of an existing file.

It produces an output like this:
set_blk_txt = (
 cl_integer/int_type = 5,
 blk_txt/un_content = (
 "2TEST WITH ATTACHMENT"
 )
)

Return value:
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If the function fails the return value is FALSE.

Note Currently it is not possible to restore complete messages that were opened from TCOSS (e.g. the
Inbox, outbox or Message Folder) from a disk file.

Restoring a file that was created with the backup append function restores only the last TFC object in
the backup file.

.TCSIHandle
Property TCSIHandle([nIndex As Long]) As Long

This hidden property returns the internal TFC handle of the object.

Parameter

nIndex The handle index in the internal TFC handle list

Example:
Dim tfcText , hHandle
Set tfcText = tfcApp.CreateText
hHandle = tfcText.TCSIHandle

20
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Classes

All strings read from the server are automatically converted according to the code pages set for the
Application object. The default is TCOSS 0 <-> ANSI 1252. No external conversion is necessary!

All strings put to and get from TFC are automatically converted according to the code pages set for the
application object.

Object Handling
The general idea of handling is that you can either supply a simple text for a property (e.g. the
MessageRecipients) or you can enter a more or less complicated Object to this property. E.g. an Address
Object can itself contain either simple or sophisticated (more than 1 addresstype) properties. If you use
the simple method, all missing fields are filled with appropriate defaults. The Interface detects which
objects are supplied and the correct internal TFC fields are set.

You can easily mix sophisticated and easy settings.

Objects Overview
How to read the Object overview
• Arrows pointing right or down means that objects are created and returned by the specific property or

method
• Arrows pointing left or up denotes objects that can be used as input values to the specific method or

property.
• Properties or Methods always belong to the upper left object (.Originator property of Message Object in

our sample below)
• The “String” object is either a VB string object (dim x as string) or a variant containing a string.

E.g.:
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• That means that the Originator property of the Message object returns a Recipient object. (Arrow
pointing from Message to Recipient)

• The Originator property also accepts a Recipient object (Note that a property can accept more than one
object type but it returns only 1 specific type)

• The Recipient property accepts a Recipient object (arrow up).

Collection Classes

A collection is an object that contains a set of related objects.

Once a collection is created, members can be added using the Add method and removed using the
Remove method. Specific members can be returned from the collection using the Item method, while the
entire collection can be iterated using the For Each...Next statement.

The collection classes used by the properties “Recipients”, “Contents”, and “Addresses” behave like
follows:

When writing to those properties you can either supply the corresponding TFC Class (“Recipient” in our
sample below), or you can also supply a collection containing a one or more recipients.

When reading those properties, always a collection is returned. To access a single TFC object within the
collection, you have to use the .item property, specify an index or use the For Each...Next statement.

Examples:

How to create a recipient collection
Dim Message as TFC.Message
Dim Appl as new TFC.Application
Dim RecipientArray (10) as TFC.Recipient
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‘ fill recipient array
for I = 1 to 10
  set RecipientArray(I) = appl.CreateRecipient
  RecipientArray(I).Address = “FAX,+431661338”+i
next I
Dim RecipientColl As TFC.Contents
Set RecipientColl = appl.CreateContents
For I = 1 to 10
  RecipientColl.Add RecipientArray(I)
Next I
Message.Recipients=RecipientColl

Instead of creating the collection yourself, you can also use the collection returned by the .Recipients
property:
Dim Message as TFC.Message
Dim Appl as new TFC.Application
Dim RecipientArray (10) as TFC.Recipient
‘ fill recipient array
for I = 1 to 10
  Set RecipientArray(I) = appl.CreateRecipient
  RecipientArray(I).Address = “FAX,+431661338”+i
next I
For I = 1 to 10
  Message.Recipients.Add RecipientArray(I)
Next I

How to read those collections:
Dim Message As TFC.Message
Dim r As TFC.Recipient
…' retrieve message from somewhere
For Each r In Message.Recipients
  MsgBox "Message goes to " & r.Value
Next

In the diagram on the next page, the collection classes for “Recipients”, “Contents”, and “Addresses” are
omitted for simplicity.

This diagram describes the relationship between TFC Objects
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Application Class

The application object is used to give a common base for all TFC objects. All other TFC objects can be
created using create methods of the application object.

There may be more than one application object per application, but it is not possible to exchange child
objects between application objects. (TCSI restriction)
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The Application class is a COM ‘application object’. This means, the scripting language has a global
instance of it. It is not necessary to explicitly create the object (e.g. with VB: DIM app as new
Application) to access properties or methods of this object. Omit the object variable to invoke
methods or properties of the global objects (e.g. with VB: LastErrorDescription instead of
app.LastErrorDescription).

Note Especially with ASP, the lifetime of an instance of a global object may be limited to a certain scope,
e.g. the scope of one ASP page.

.Name
Property Name As String

The name is a string identifying the application. It is used to select the subkey under the TOPCALL key in
the registry for the .Registry() property and the Name of the tracefile. The default is “TFC” which leads to a
default registry key of
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\TOPCALL\TFC

.Registry()
Property Registry(Key As String) As Variant

Use this property to read or write values from the Registry. If you do not select a subkey (Property Name)
the default path “HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\TOPCALL\name” is used.

Example:

VBScript
DIM app
Set app = CreateObject("TFC.Application")
App.Name = "MyApp"
'Setting values
App.Registry("TestValueString") = "N"
App.Registry("TestValueDWord") = 4711

'Reading Values
WScript.Echo "Registry TestValueString=" & App.Registry("TestValueString")
WScript.Echo "Registry TestValueDWord=" & App.Registry("TestValueDWord")

.WorkstationName
R/O: Property WorkstationName As String

Return Values

The workstation name is a name uniquely identifying the current workstation on the server.

.OpenObjects
R/O: Property OpenObjects As Long

Return Values

Returns the number of currently open internal TFC objects.
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.DrawHwnd
Property DrawHwnd As Long

.DrawX
Property DrawX As Long

.DrawY
Property DrawY As Long

.DrawIcon
Property DrawIcon As String

Sets or retrieves the window handle and position of the icon to be drawn when a connection is established
to the server. 2 icons can be specified using the DrawIcon property. One is drawn in idle mode, the other
whenever a server access occurs.

The .DrawIcon property reads 2 icons out of a resource file (.EXE, .DLL or .RES). Specify the icons and
the filename using following syntax:
FileName,IconName1,IconName2

Note Since the Icons are loaded at start-up time, they are not used the first time they are changed.

Alternatively you can use a setup program that puts the correct icon and position into the registry (key ...
\TCSI\Icons)

Example:

First create 2 icon resources within a .EXE file using a resource editor or IDE like MSVC or Inprise Delphi.
The following print screens are taken from MSVC 5.0:

Icon for Idle Mode:

The Icon for Active Mode:
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Name and save the Icons as resource in an executable (.exe) File:

Here are the Icon Properties:

Let us suppose, you saved the file into the TC shared directory: C:\Program Files\Topcall\Shared under
the name “x.exe”. To access the icons use the following DrawIcon string:

C:\Program Files\Topcall\Shared\x.EXE,Icon1,Icon2

Here is the complete code sample to use the icons created above:

Visual Basic:
Dim a As New tfc.Application
Private Sub Form_Load()
...a.Name = "TFC"
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...a.DrawHwnd = hWnd

...a.DrawX = 10
  ...a.DrawY = 10
...a.DrawIcon=” C:\Program Files\Topcall\Shared\x.EXE,Icon1,Icon2”
End Sub

Note The “hWnd” is the window handle to the current form (Visual Basic Form property).

.ANSICodePage
Property ANSICodePage As Long

.TCOSSCodePage
Property TCOSSCodePage As Long

Configures the automatic code conversion of text strings put to read from the server. By default all strings
are converted from TCOSS codepage 0 to Windows ANSI 1252 and vice versa.

Following combinations of TCOSS and ANSICodePage are valid:

ANSICodePage TCOSSCodePage Comment

850 0 IBM multilingual

1252 0

852 1 Eastern European

1250 1 Latin 2 Eastern European

932 932 Japanese

.CreateSession
The application object provides methods to create new or find existing server sessions.
Function CreateSession(pszServerID As String, pszServerPath As
    String) As Session

Parameters

pszServerID Name of the Kofax Communication Server

pszServerPath Path to the Kofax Communication Server (e.g. TCP/IP, TCSERVER)

Return Values

If the function succeeds the return value is a new server session

If the function fails a runtime error is generated.

The server ID must uniquely identify the Kofax Communication Server within the network. A client must
use the same server ID for a particular server.

After creating the session it is not logged in to the server. To login the method Login() must be called (see
below).
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The function generates a runtime error on failure.

Note It is not recommended to use the server path as server ID. Using the path as ID may make it
impossible to open attached objects if different link types and/or multiple servers are used.

.CreateSessionEx
The application object provides methods to create new or find existing server sessions.
Function CreateSessionEx (pszServerID As String, pszServerPath
    As String, [MailSystem as String]) As Session

Parameters

pszServerID Name of the Kofax Communication Server

pszServerPath Path to the Kofax Communication Server (e.g. TCP/IP, TCSERVER)

MailSystem Provide the name of the service provider (e.g. "Notes“,"Exchange" or “Groupwise”)
that is defined by the service providers. If the service provider name is an empty string
or missing, CreateSessionEx creates a session to a TCOSS server. For the service
providers Notes, Exchange and GroupWise the SPI`s (Service Provider Interface)
must be installed. The SPI´s can be installed with TC/SP.

Note The actual session to the foreign mail system is created during login. CreateSessionEx raises a
runtime error if the mail server or path does not exist.

.Session
R/O Property Session([vID as variant]) As Session

This property returns a server session of the application object. An application object can have multiple
server sessions; therefore the session can be referenced with a session index or with a server name.

Parameters

vID can be either the session index (long value) or the name of the server (string value)

Return value

Returns a TFC session object

Example:

VBScript
Dim gServer(2) 
Dim tfcObj
Dim gApp
gServer(0) = "RMTCOSS"
gServer(1) = "TOM"
Set gApp = CreateObject("TFC.Application")
Set tfcSess(0) = gApp.CreateSession(gServer(0),"TCP/IP," & gServer(0))
Set tfcSess(1) = gApp.CreateSession(gServer(1),"TCP/IP," & gServer(1))
Set tfcobj = gApp.Session(1) Rem get session by session index
Set tfcobj = gApp.Session(CStr(gServer(1))) Rem get session by name
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CreateAttachment()
In order to create Objects independent of their parents, some create methods in the Application class can
be used. The “standalone” objects can later be assigned to parents. E.g. an Attachment Object can be
assigned to a Message Object.
Function CreateAttachment() As TFC.Attachment

Return Value

This function creates an empty Attachment object.

CreateRecipient()
Function CreateRecipient() As TFC.Recipient

Return Value

This function creates an empty Recipient object.

CreateContents()
Function CreateContents() As TFC.Contents

Return Value

This function creates an empty Contents object.

CreateMessage()
Function CreateMessage() As TFC.Message

Return Value

This function creates an empty Message object.

CreateAddress()
Function CreateAddress() As TFC.Address

Return Value

This function creates an empty Address object.

CreateText()
Function CreateText() As TFC.Text

Return Value

This function creates an empty Text object.
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CreateImage()
Function CreateImage () As TFC.Image

Return Value

This function creates an empty Image object.

CreateTimezone
Function CreateTimezone() As Timezone

Return Value

This function creates an empty Timezone object.

Trace()
Sub Trace(Text As String)

The Text supplied is written to the current trace file.

TraceFile:

The name of the trace file can be configured via the registry Key
“HLM\SOFTWARE\TOPCALL\name\TraceFile”.

The name can be chosen using the property Application.Name. Default is TFC.

Note An index starting with zero (“0”) is appended to the tracefile name.

The Default for the TraceFile is TFC0.TRC.

If you do not configure anything in the Registry, the default trace file is:
 “C:\TCOSS\TRACE\TFC0.TRC”

Parameters

Text: You can supply a maximum of 1024 characters of text to be traced.

TCSI Interface
The following TCSI functions are hidden functions. For functions details see the TCSI Manual.

ohh_ascii_get
Function ohh_ascii_get(hObj As Long, szLine) As Long

ohh_ascii_put
Function ohh_ascii_put(hObj As Long, bsLine As String) As Long
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ohh_b_put
Function ohh_b_put(hObj As Long, pBuff, nSize As Long, nPos As Long) As Long

ohh_bin_get
Function ohh_bin_get(hObj As Long, pBuff, pSize, nSize As Long) As Long

ohh_bin_put
Function ohh_bin_put(hObj As Long, pBuff, nSize As Long) As Long

ohh_blk_get
Function ohh_blk_get(hObj As Long, pBuff, pSize, nSize As Long, nPos As Long) As Long

ohh_blk_size
Function ohh_blk_size(hObj As Long, nID As Long, pSize) As Long

ohh_close
Function ohh_close(hObj As Long, [bOverwrite As Boolean = True]) As Long

ohh_close_at
Function ohh_close_at(hDest As Long, nID As Long, hSrc As Long, [bOverwrite As Boolean
 = True]) As Long

ohh_create
Function ohh_create(hObj As Long, nType As Long, pObj) As Long

ohh_delete
Function ohh_delete(hObj As Long, nID As Long) As Long

ohh_exist
Function ohh_exist(hObj As Long, nID As Long, nType) As Long

ohh_forget
Function ohh_forget(hObj As Long) As Long

ohh_getchildid
Function ohh_getchildid(hObj As Long, nIdx As Long, pID) As Long

ohh_getchildtype
Function ohh_getchildtype(hObj As Long, nID As Long, pType) As Long
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ohh_getobjectid
Function ohh_getobjectid(hObj As Long, nID) As Long

ohh_getobjecttype
Function ohh_getobjecttype(hObj As Long, nType) As Long

ohh_hdldump
Sub ohh_hdldump()

ohh_heapdump
Sub ohh_heapdump()

ohh_insert
Function ohh_insert(hDest As Long, nIdx As Long, hSrc As Long) As Long

ohh_int_get
Function ohh_int_get(hObj As Long, nID As Long, pVal) As Long

ohh_int_put
Function ohh_int_put(hObj As Long, nID As Long, nVal As Long) As Long

ohh_length
Function ohh_length(hObj As Long, pLen) As Long

ohh_move
Function ohh_move(hObj As Long, nFromIdx As Long, nToIdx As Long) As Long

ohh_move_hdl
Function ohh_move_hdl(hParent As Long, hChild As Long, nToIdx As Long) As Long

ohh_open
Function ohh_open(hObj As Long, nID As Long, pObj, pType) As Long

ohh_save
Function ohh_save(hObj As Long, [bOverwrite As Boolean = True]) As Long

ohh_save_at
Function ohh_save_at(hDest As Long, nID As Long, hSrc As Long, [bOverwrite As Boolean =
 True]) As Long
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ohh_stream_get
Function ohh_stream_get(hObj As Long, TCSIid As Long, pBuff, pSize, nSize As Long,
 position As Long) As Long

ohh_stream_put
Function ohh_stream_put(hObj As Long, TCSIid As Long, pBuff, nSize As Long, nPos As
 Long) As Long

ohh_time_get
Function ohh_time_get(hObj As Long, nID As Long, pVal, [nTimeFmt As Long = 1]) As Long

ohh_time_put
Function ohh_time_put(hObj As Long, nID As Long, vVal, [nTimeFmt As Long = 1]) As Long

ohh_ts_get
Function ohh_ts_get(hObj As Long, nID As Long, szVal, pSize) As Long

ohh_ts_length
Function ohh_ts_length(hObj As Long, nID As Long, pLen, pSize) As Long

ohh_ts_put
Function ohh_ts_put(hObj As Long, nID As Long, bsVal As String) As Long

ohh_txt_get
Function ohh_txt_get(hObj As Long, pBuff, pSize, nSize As Long, nIdx As Long, nPos As
 Long) As Long

ohh_txt_put
Function ohh_txt_put(hObj As Long, pBuff As String) As Long

ohh_version
Function ohh_version(bsReqVersion As String, szActVersion) As Long
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Session

The session object holds all information about the session to a server. The session object may be
in the logged in state or be logged off. One session object is always bound to one particular server.
The particular server is identified by its unique server id and the path. It is not possible to change this
information once the object is created.

A session object always belongs to an application object. An application object may own more than one
session object. The parent application object is specified when the object is created.

If an application object is destroyed, all owned child sessions are removed as well.

Login()
Function Login(szUserID As String, [szPassword As String], [nLoginType As 
Long = 2]) As Boolean

This function is used to log in to the server.

Parameters

szUserID User ID

szPassword password (optional)

nLoginType reserved, must be 2
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Return Value

If the function succeeds, the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE. Use GetLastError() to get more detailed information about
the cause of the error.

Logout()
Function Logout() As Boolean

This function is used to log out from the server.

Return Value

If the function succeeds, the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE. Use LastError() to get mored detailed information about the
cause of the error.

ChangePassword()
Function ChangePassword (szUserID as String, szPassword As String,
szNewPassword As String, [nLoginType As Long]) As Boolean

Use this method to change the password. To change another user’s password you must know the current
password of this user.

Parameters

szUserID User ID

szPassword old password

szNewPassword new password

nLoginType reserved, must be 2

Return Value

If the function succeeds, the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE. Use GetLastError() to get more detailed information about
the cause of the error.

Example:

VBScript
 Function TestChangePassword(TFCSess,user,curPW)
Dim bResult
Dim newPW
newPW = "password"
bResult = False
If TFCSess.Login(user,curPW) Then
...bResult = TFCSess.ChangePassword(user,curPW,newPW )
...If bResult  = True Then
......Rem Reset old password
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......bResult = TFCSess.ChangePassword(user, newPW,curPW)

...End If
Else
...Wscript.Echo "Session.Login failed" 
End If
TestChangePassword = bResult
...End Function

Following read-only properties provide information about the current server session.

.ServerID
R/O: Property ServerID As String

.ServerPath
R/O: Property ServerPath As String

.UserID
R/O: Property UserID As String

.Password
R/O: Property Password As String

The password can not be read back as clear text string, it is always encrypted. Encryption is uni-
directional. The encrypted string can not be reused for another session with this user. It is not supported to
use the encrypted password during login.

.LoginType
R/O: Property LoginType As Long

Possible values

TYPED_IN (2) The typed in user-ID was used for login

LAN_ID (1) The LAN-ID was used for login.

Note To login with the LAN-ID , the user right LAN login must be set.

.ClearingCause
R/O: Property ClearingCause As String

The purpose of the clearing cause string is to provide some additional information if establishing the
server session fails. This value is set to a string specifying the acceptable versions when the server
rejects a login request because of version incompatibility.

.UnreadMessages
R/O: Property UnreadMessages As Long
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This property is valid only immediately after login. The number of unread messages - in the inbox of the
logged in user - is valid only immediately after login. The actual value on the server may change during
time, but this value is not updated.

.RecipientsLimit
R/W: Property RecipientsLimit As Long

If the property is greater than zero and the recipient count of the message is greater than the
RecipientsLimit property only the active recipient is put into the Recipients collection of the message.

A method how to update the Unread messages is missing here

OpenInBox()

OpenOutBox()
Function OpenInBox([szUserID As String], [Options As Long]) As Directory

Function OpenOutBox([szUserID As String], [Options As Long]) As Directory

Opens the InBox or OutBox object from the server. If no user parameter, NULL or an empty string is
specified, the filter values for the message list are set to show mails only for the user currently logged in.
By default, the message list spans both the MAIL_SYS (active mails) and MAIL_ARC (short term archive).
If nOptions is set to 1, only active mails (MAIL_SYS) are visible. The parameter szUserID may be any
valid filter string for the default filter values TS_RECIPIENT (InBox) or TS_ORIGINATOR (OutBox). This
may include wildcards (*,?) as well.

Parameters

szUserID User ID

Options OPT _MAIL_SYS_ONLY = 1

OPT_MAIL_ARC_ONLY = 2

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Directory object.

If the function fails a runtime error is generated.

OpenMessageStore()
Function OpenMessageStore ([szUserID As String]) As Directory

This function opens any kind of message store. By default, if no parameter, NULL or an empty string is
specified the private message folder of the user currently logged in gets opened. The parameter szUserID
can be any valid filter string for the default filter value TS_TOS_FOLDER. This includes wild cards as well.

To open the system folder simply pass “*” as parameter. This delivers every single document in the
system if the user has the appropriate rights.

Hint:
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The Fax Information System (FIS) is a logical folder which can be accessed the following way:

To open the FIS folder pass “+MAIL5V” as parameter and additionally set the filter value TS_FILE_NAME
to “F*” immediately after opening the message store.

Parameters

szUserID User ID

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Directory object.

If the function fails a runtime error is generated.

Example:

VBScript
Rem Testscript to open the FIS folder
Dim tfcApp
Dim tfcSession
Dim tfcDir
Dim tfcMsg
Dim I
Const TS_FILE_NAME =180
Set tfcApp = CreateObject("TFC.Application") 
Set tfcSession = tfcApp.CreateSession("RMTCOSS","TCP/IP,RMTCOSS") 
If True = tfcSession.Login("RM","") then 
...Wscript.Echo "testing FIS folder" 
...Set tfcDir = TFCSession.OpenMessageStore("+MAIL5V") 
...tfcDir.PutFilterValue TS_FILE_NAME ,"F*" 
...tfcDir.First 
...I = 0 
...Do While False = tfcDir.Eof 
......Set tfcMsg = tfcDir.OpenCurrent 
......Wscript.Echo tfcMsg.Subject 
......tfcDir.Next 
......I = I + 1 
......if I > 9 then exit do 
...Loop ...tfcSession.Logout 
...Set tfcMsg = Nothing 
...Set tfcDir = Nothing 
...Set tfcSession = Nothing 
End if 
Set tfcApp = Nothing

OpenArchive()
Function OpenArchive ([szUserID As String], [nFolder as long]) As 
Directory

This function opens the archive store. If no parameter, NULL or an empty string is specified, the folder of
the currently logged in user will be opened.

Parameters

szUserID can be any valid filter string for the default filter value TS_TOS_FOLDER. This includes wild
cards as well.
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nFolder folder ID , possible values IN_FLDR(1) , OUT_FLDR(2), IN_FLDR|OUT_FLDR(3)

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Directory object.

If the function fails a runtime error is generated.

Note The archive server is a different server! You have to open a session object to the archive server
and log on to it. The archive server session only supports OpenArchive() and no other directories.
Contrarily a TCOSS server does not support OpenArchive().

Do not forget to append the port specifier to the archive server path.

e.g.

TCP/IP,TCARCHIVE:ARCHIVE

OpenUserStore()
Function OpenUserStore([szUserID As String]) As Directory

This function opens the user store. If no parameter, NULL or an empty string is specified all users are
included into the list. It is supported to use the ‘*’ as a wildcard in the szUserID parameter, e.g. B*, to get
all user-Ids starting with ‘B’

Parameters

szUserID can be any valid filter string

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Directory object.

If the function fails a runtime error is generated.

OpenUserChanges()
Function OpenUserChanges([CacheLen = -1]) As UserChanges

The OpenUserChanges opens a UserChanges directory.

Parameters

CacheLen Number of entries to read when the folder is opened.

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a UserChanges object.

Example:
Example of a user profile update check in VBScript:
Const C_YES = 6
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Dim tfcapp
Dim tfcsess
Dim tfcuserdir
Dim tfcuser
Dim answer,iChange,szUserID,szFileName
Dim nCount
Set WshShell = WScript.CreateObject("WScript.Shell")
set tfcapp=CreateObject("TFC.Application")
Set tfcsess = tfcApp.CreateSession("TOM","TCP/IP,TOM")

if true = tfcsess.Login("tctech") Then
...Wscript.Echo "Start:Open objects " & tfcapp.OpenObjects
...set tfcuserdir = tfcsess.OpenUserChanges
...
...nCount=0
...Do
......If tfcuserdir.eof = true Then
.........WScript.Echo "no changed users found"
......Else
.........While (tfcuserdir.eof = false)
............nCount=nCount+1
............tfcuserdir.GetPropertyEx 165,szUserID : ' TS_USER_ID
............tfcuserdir.GetPropertyEx 180,szFileName : ' TS_FILE_NAME
............tfcuserdir.GetPropertyEx 127,iChange  : ' INT_CHANGE
............WScript.Echo ncount & ":" & "user " + szUserID + " file name " & 
              szFileName & " change=" & iChange
............tfcuserdir.Next
.........Wend
......End If

......answer = WshShell.Popup("click 'YES' to look for changed users ",,,4)

......If(answer = C_YES) Then

.........tfcuserdir.Refresh

.........nCount=0

......Else

.........Exit Do

......End If

......Wscript.Echo "Open objects " & tfcapp.OpenObjects

...Loop

...
else
...WScript.Echo "login failed"
end if

OpenAddressBook()
Function OpenAddressBook([AddressBook as Variant], [szRecFilter As 
String]) As Directory

This function opens an address book. If NULL or an empty string is specified the system address book
is opened. If the constant PRIVATE (1) is passed to the function, the private address book of the user
currently logged in is opened. If known, the address book can be specified using the name. This name
is used as value for the default filter value TS_SECTION. In addition, the additional filter szRecFilter can
be applied to reduce the number of recipients included in the list. This additional value is used as filter for
TS_RECP_ID and allows wildcards. It can be used to search for certain names. A value of NULL or an
empty string disables this filter.

Parameters
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Addressbook 0 = system address book
1 = private address book

szRecFilter can be any valid filter string

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Directory object.

If the function fails a runtime error is generated.

Example:

VBScript
Rem Private Addressbook
Dim tfcDir
Dim vBook
Dim tfcRecipient
Dim i
vBook = 1
WScript.Echo "Testing private address book"
Set tfcDir = TfcSession.OpenAddressbook(CLng(vBook))
tfcDir.First
I = 0
Do While False = tfcDir.EOF
...Set tfcRecipient = tfcDir.OpenCurrent
...WScript.Echo tfcRecipient.RecpId & " " & tfcRecipient.FullName
...tfcDir.Next
...I=I+1
...If I > 9 Then Exit Do
Loop

Rem Private Addressbook of another user

WScript.Echo "Testing private Addressbook of another user"
Set tfcDir = TfcSession.OpenAddressbook("RM1")
tfcDir.First
I = 0
Do While False = tfcDir.EOF
...Set tfcRecipient = tfcDir.OpenCurrent
...WScript.Echo tfcRecipient.RecpId & " " & tfcRecipient.FullName
...tfcDir.Next
...i=i+1
...If i > 9 Then Exit Do
Loop

OpenJobFolder
OpenJobFolder( [szCustomerID As String], [Options As Long] )  as TFC.Directory

This function opens the job overview folder object from the server.

Parameters

szCustomerID szCustomerID may be any valid filter string for the default filter value TS_ORIGINATOR.
This may include wildcards (*) as well. If no customer parameter, NULL or an empty
string is specified, the filter values for the job list are set to show the jobs only for the user
currently logged in.
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Options By default, the job list spans both the MAIL_SYS (active jobs) and MAIL_ARC (finished
jobs). If Options is set to 1, only active jobs (MAIL_SYS) are visible.

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Directory object.

If the function fails a runtime error is generated.

OpenJobFolderGroup
OpenJobFolderGroup( [szCustomerID As String], [Options As Long] )  as TFC.Directory

This function opens the job overview folder object from the server. It searches for all jobs that belong to
any user in the group specified with the szCustomerID parameter.

Parameters

szCustomerID szCustomerID may be any valid filter string for the default filter value
TS_ORIGINATOR_GROUP.

Options By default, the job list spans both the MAIL_SYS (active jobs) and MAIL_ARC
(finished jobs). If Options is set to 1, only active jobs (MAIL_SYS) are visible.

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Directory object.

If the function fails a runtime error is generated.

Job properties
The following properties of the job overview folder mail entry contain useful information:

TS_FILE_NAME job ID (12-digit decimal number)

TS_ORIGINATOR user ID of message originator

TS_ORIGINATOR_INFO descriptive string of message originator

TS_RECIPIENT equal to TS_ORIGINATOR

INT_MSG_TYPE JOB (=25)

INT_ER_RECIPIENT total number of send orders of this job

INT_ER_ALT_ADDR_LEFT number of open send orders

INT_DEL_TYPE number of failed send orders

Cancelling a job
All send orders belonging to a job can be cancelled by using the session method Cancel

Example:
Dim tcdir As TFC.Directory
Dim tfcsess as TFC.Session
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DIM tfcapp as New TFC.Application
Set tfcsess = tfcapp.CreateSession("TOM", "TCP/IP,TOM")
If tfcsess.Login("User" , "Password") = False Then
     MsgBox "Login failed" & vbNewLine + tfcsess.LastErrorDescription + 
     CStr(tfcsess.LastError)
else
...Set tcdir = tfcsess.OpenJobFolder
...tcdir.First
...if (tcdir.Eof = false) then
......tfcsess.Cancel(tcdir.Path)
...end if
end if

Changing the priority level of a job
The priority level of all send orders belonging to a job can be changed using the session property
Priority.

Example:
Dim tcdir As TFC.Directory
Dim tfcsess as TFC.Session
DIM tfcapp as New TFC.Application
Set tfcsess = tfcapp.CreateSession("TOM", "TCP/IP,TOM")
If tfcsess.Login("User" , "Password") = False Then
     MsgBox "Login failed" & vbNewLine + tfcsess.LastErrorDescription +
     CStr(tfcsess.LastError)
else
...Set tcdir = tfcsess.OpenJobFolder
...tcdir.First
...if (tcdir.Eof = false) then
......tfcsess.Priority(tcdir.Path) = 50
...end if
end if

OpenJobDetails
Function OpenJobDetails(JobID As String, [szCustomerID As String])  as TFC.Directory

This function opens a directory with the send orders of a job. Only send orders that are not already sent
can be found in this list.

Parameters

JobID ID of the job

szCustomerID szCustomerID may be any valid filter string for the filter value TS_ORIGINATOR. This
may include wildcards (*) as well. If no customer parameter, NULL or an empty string is
specified, the user ID of the currently logged in user is used.

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Directory object.

If the function fails a runtime error is generated.

Cancelling a send order of a job
A send order can be cancelled by using the session’s method Cancel.
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Example:

Visual Basic
Dim tcdir As TFC.Directory
Dim tfcsess as TFC.Session
DIM tfcapp as New TFC.Application
Set tfcsess = tfcapp.CreateSession("TOM", "TCP/IP,TOM")
If tfcsess.Login("User" , "Password") = False Then
     MsgBox "Login failed" & vbNewLine + tfcsess.LastErrorDescription +
     CStr(tfcsess.LastError)
else
...Set tcdir = tfcsess.OpenJobDetails("000000012345")
...tcdir.First
...if (tcdir.Eof = false) then
......tfcsess.Cancel(tcdir.Path)
...end if
end if

Changing the priority level of a send order
The priority level of a send order can be changed with the session’s property Priority.

Example:

Visual Basic
Dim tcdir As TFC.Directory
Dim tfcsess as TFC.Session
DIM tfcapp as New TFC.Application
Set tfcsess = tfcapp.CreateSession("TOM", "TCP/IP,TOM")
If tfcsess.Login("User" , "Password") = False Then
     MsgBox "Login failed" & vbNewLine + tfcsess.LastErrorDescription +
     CStr(tfcsess.LastError)
else
...Set tcdir = tfcsess.OpenJobDetails("000000012345")
...tcdir.First
...if (tcdir.Eof = false) then
......tfcsess.Priority(tcdir.Path) = 55
...end if
end if

Priority
R/W: Property Priority(Path as String) As Long

Get/Set the priority of a message specified by it’s path. Note that the message must be either in the
outbox, in the inbox , in the job overview folder, or in the job details folder.

The minimum value is 49, the maximum value is 60 (decimal values).

Note
• Changing the priority level of a message from the job overview folder (MSG_TYPE = JOB) , changes

all send orders of the job, but not to the priority level of the message itself.
• Getting the priority level of a message from the job overview folder (MSG_TYPE = JOB) is not

supported.
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OpenMessage()

OpenMail()
Function OpenMessage(szFileName As String, [szFolder As String]) As Message

Function OpenMail(CifNr As Long, CifID As Long) As Message

This function opens a message either from the message store or the mail system. Within the message
store a document is identified by the file name and the folder name. The default folder name is the private
message store of the user currently logged in.

Parameters

szFileName file name of the message

szFolderName folder name of the message

CifNr ,CifID unique identifier for a mail in the mail system

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Message object.

A runtime error is generated if the function fails.

Whenever a Message from an offline volume is opened, an event named “OnOfflineVolume” of the parent
server session object is fired.

OpenUserProfile()
Function OpenUserProfile([szUserID As String]) As User

This function opens a user profile from the user store. The default (if NULL or empty string is specified) is
the user profile of the user currently logged in.

Parameters

szUserID any valid filter string

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC User object.

A runtime error is generated if the function fails.

OpenRecipient()
Function OpenRecipient([szRecipient As String], [AddressBook as Variant]) As Recipient

This function opens a recipient entry from the recipient store. The default recipient is the corresponding
entry of the user currently logged in. The default address book from which the entry gets opened, is the
system address book. For the address book either the constants SYSTEM (0) or PRIVATE (1) or a string
with the name (section) of the address book is allowed.
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Parameters

szRecipient any valid filter string

Addressbook SYSTEM, PRIVATE or name of the address book

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Recipient object.

A runtime error is generated if the function fails.

Open()
Function Open(Path As String) As Object

This function opens any type of entry supported by TFC. This entry types are message
(SET_ENTRY_MS), mail system (SET_ENTRY_MS_MAIL_SYS), short term archive
(SET_ENTRY_MS_MAIL_ARC), user profile (SET_ENTRY_US), recipient (SET_ENTRY_RS) archive
(SET_ENTRY_ARCHIVE) and service (SET_ENTRY_SS). The path passed to the open function uniquely
identifies an entry on the server very much like a UNC path identifies a resource on a network. The path is
simply a string. The syntax is described below.

The path can easily be included in a URL to fetch a certain message when the user opens a link.

A runtime error is generated if the function fails.

The actual path of an object can be retrieved using the .path property of the directory object. For a
description of the syntax of the Path, see .Path.

Parameters:

Path: a string that contains the path to the object

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC object.

A runtime error is generated if the function fails.

Send()
Function Send (Message As Variant, [Number as Variant =””], [Subject as String=””]) as
 Boolean

The send method sends a message. The message can be supplied either directly as message object,
or as a combination of 3 parameters. If the message object is supplied, the optional subject and number
parameter overwrite these fields in the message object.

Parameters:
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Message A variant containing either a
• Message that is filled with content, recipients and subject.
• String which holds the message text.

Note After sending, the message is invalid because it is closed implicitly.

Number A variant containing either a
• Recipient object
• Address object
• String which holds the address in the defined syntax

Subject A string which holds the subject

Return Value:

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE.

A runtime error is generated if the function fails.

Example:

VBScript
DIM tfcApp 
  DIM tfcSession 
  DIM tfcMessage 
  Set tfcApp = CreateObject("TFC.Application") 
  Set tfcSession = tfcApp.CreateSession("TOM","TCP/IP,TOM") 
  If True = tfcSession.Login("user") then 
  ...Set tfcMessage = tfcApp.CreateMessage 
  ...If not tfcMessage is nothing Then 
  ......tfcMessage.Recipients= "FAX,47110815" 
  ......tfcMessage.Subject = "Testmessage" 
  ......tfcMessage.Contents="This is the text I want to send!" 
  ......tfcSession.Send tfcMessage 
  ...End If 
  ...Set tfcMessage = Nothing 
  ...tfcSession.Logout 
  ...Set tfcSession = Nothing 
  End if 
  Set tfcApp = nothing 
  

OnOfflineVolume () Event
Dim WithEvents s As TFC.Session
  Private Sub s_OnOfflineVolume(Source As Variant, Volume As Long, Path As
  String, Cancel As Boolean)
  

Whenever a archive search comes to an offline volume (indicated by SET_VOLUME in
SET_FOLDER_ARCHIVE) request, the Archive server session fires an event named “OnOfflineVolume”
to the application.

Within the event function body, the user should be prompted for the actual path of the offline volume.
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Parameters:

Source The Source is the Source Object that originally requested the Offline Volume. It can either be a
Directory object (for offline Index) or it could be a Message object that was created by any of the
open routines (Dir.OpenCurrent or Session.Open). Note that the created Message object is not
yet fully initialized when the Event is fired. All methods that deal with the message content do not
work.

Volume The number of the volume that is requested from TC/ARCHIVE

Path The path that contains the offline CD

Cancel If the search should be cancelled, the function should enter true otherwise false.

Example:
Dim WithEvents s As TFC.Session
  Private Sub s_OnOfflineVolume(Source As Variant, Volume As Long, Path As
  String, Cancel As Boolean)

   Path = InputBox("Offline Volume " & Format$(Volume) & " issued
  by " & Source.WhatAmI & "TC/Archive", Path)
   If Path = "" Then Cancel = True

  End Sub

Session.Cancel()
Function Cancel (Path as String) As Boolean

This function cancels the message specified by its path. Note that the message must be either in the
outbox, in the inbox or in the job folder.

Parameters:

Path: a string that contains the path to the object

Return Value:

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE.

If the function fails the return value is FALSE.

Session.Reactivate()
Function Reactivate (Path as String) As Boolean

This function reactivates (Resend) the message specified by its path

Parameters:

Path: a string that contains the path to the object

Return Value:

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE.

If the function fails the return value is FALSE.
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Session.Correct()
Function Correct (Path as String, msg as TFC.Message) As Boolean

This function corrects the message specified by its path.

Parameters:

Path a string that contains the path to the object

Msg a TFC Message object that will replace the message specified with Path

The Correct function supports following folders:

Job details folder (OpenJobDetails)

Out box (OpenOutbox)

In box (OpenInbox)

Return Value:

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE.

If the Correct function is called with a message from another folder TFC throws an exception.

OpenTimezones
Function OpenTimezones([SortOrder as Variant]) As Directory

This method opens a directory with the TCOSS time zones definitions. The time zones directory does not
support filtering.

Parameters

SortOrder sort order for the directory (SORT_BY_UTC = 0, SORT_BY_NAME = 1)

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is a TFC Directory object.

If the function fails a runtime error is generated

Example in VB:
Dim app as new TFC.Application
Dim fldr As TFC.Directory
Dim tz As TFC.Timezone
Dim v As Variant
Set sess = app.CreateSession("TCOSS", "TCP/IP,TCOSS")
If sess.Login("TESTUSER") Then
  Set fldr = sess.OpenTimezones(0)
  If Not fldr Is Nothing Then
    fldr.First
    While fldr.EOF = False
      Set tz = fldr.OpenCurrent
      v = tz.UTCOffset
      List2.AddItem CStr(v / 3600) & " " & tz.Name & " " & tz.Description
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      fldr.Next
    Wend
  End If
  sess.Logout
End If

Timezone
Property Timezone as Timezone

Get the time zone of the logged in user.

Timezone
The Timezone class defines a time zone.

Name
Property Name as Variant

Get/set the name of the time zone. The length is limited to 4 characters.

Description
Property Description as Variant

Get/set the description of the time zone.
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UTCOffset
Property UTCOffset as Variant

Get/set the offset from UTC time in seconds.

toUTCTime
Function toUTCTime(localtime as Variant) as Variant

This function returns the coordinated universal time (UTC) that corresponds to a specified local time.

Parameters

localtime The value can be a string in TCOSS date/time format (YYMMTT:HHMMSS) or value of type
DATE.

Return Values

If the function succeeds the return value is the converted time

If the function succeeds the return value is empty.

toLocalTime
toLocalTime(UTCtime as Variant) as Variant

This function returns the local time that corresponds to a specified coordinated universal time (UTC).

Parameters

UTCtime The value can be a string in TCOSS date/time format (YYMMTT:HHMMSS) or value of type
DATE.

Return Values

If the function succeeds the return value is the converted time

If the function succeeds the return value is empty.
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Message

The message class represents a message opened from a message store, mail store or archive.
Depending on the type of store the message was opened from, it has slightly different properties. To
determine what properties are available the object type of a message can be read using the ObjectType()
method. Valid types are SET_ENTRY_MS, SET_ENTRY_MS_MAIL, SET_ENTRY_MS_MAIL_ARC and
SET_ENTRY_ARCHIVE.

A message object can be opened by one of the open functions of the session object or the message list
(Directory class).

Properties of a message can be accessed using the generic access functions provided by the base class.

Save()
Function Save([Overwrite As Boolean = True]) As Boolean

Saves the message from where it was opened.

Parameters
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Overwrite A flag that specifies if the message should be overwritten if it was changed by another
process

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE and the TFC error values are set.

Example:

VBScript
Set tfcMessage = tfcSession.Open(szPath)
If not tfcMessage is nothing Then
...Wscript.Echo "saving " & szPath
...tfcMessage.Subject ="Changed"
...If tfcMessage.Save(False) = False Then
......Wscript.Echo tfcMessage.LastError & tfcMessage.LastErrorDescription & 
" " & tfcMessage.LastErrorContext
......If 1500 = tfcMessage.LastError Then
.........If MsgBox ("Overwrite Y/N",4) = 6 Then 'vbYes'
...............tfcMessage.LastError = 100
...............If tfcMessage.Save(True) = False Then
...............Wscript.Echo tfcMessage.LastError & 
               tfcMessage.LastErrorDescription & " " & 
               tfcMessage.LastErrorContext
...............Err.Raise 507
...............Else
..................WScript.Echo "Message " & szPath & " saved"
...............End If
.........Else
...............WScript.Echo "saving cancelled"
.........End If
......End If
...Else
......WScript.Echo "Message " & szPath & " saved"
...End If
End If

SaveAs()
Function SaveAs(szFileName As String, [vFolder as Variant = 2], [Overwrite 
As Boolean = True]) As Boolean

With this function a message can be saved with a new file name. Optionally the message can be saved in
another folder.

Parameters

szFileName file name for the message
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vFolder a value in which folder the message should be saved
Possible numeric values are:
TFC.SYSTEM = 0
TFC.PRIVATE = 1
TFC.CURRENT = 2
It is also possible to select a folder with a string that contains the folder
name

Return Value

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE and the TFC error values are set.

Example:

VBScript
Rem saving a message with a new file name to a private folder of another user
tfcMessage.SaveAs(“NewMsg”,"RM1")
Rem saving a message with a new file name to the private folder of the logged 
in user
tfcMessage.SaveAs(“NewMsg”,1)

SaveTo()
Function SaveTo(Server As Variant, [Name As String], [Folder = 2], [Overwrite As
 Boolean = True]) As Boolean

Parameters

Server The server name is the name of a server from a valid server session. (must be logged
in!)

Name File name

Folder Folder identification

Overwrite overwrite yes( True) / no (False)

This function saves the message to the specified folder on the specified server. You can either specify the
file name (Name), or the folder Identification (Folder)

Folder can be one of

TFC.SYSTEM = 0,

TFC.PRIVATE = 1,

TFC.CURRENT = 2 (Default)

Return Value:

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE and the TFC error values are set.
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Send()
Function Send([Server as Variant]) As Boolean

Parameters

Server The server name (string value) is the name of a server from a valid server session. (must be
logged in!)

This function puts the message into the mail slot of the specified server. The default server is the one the
message was opened from. The message is sent to the recipients currently stored in the message header.

Example:
Dim tfcapp As New TFC.Application
Dim TFCMsg As TFC.Message
Dim TFCRecp As TFC.Recipient
Dim tfcaddr As TFC.Address
Dim tfccont As TFC.Contents
Dim TFCText As TFC.Text
Dim tfcsess As TFC.Session
Set tfcsess = tfcapp.CreateSession("TOM", "TCP/IP,TOM")
If tfcsess.Login("Guest", "", 1) = false then
     MsgBox "Login failed"
else
     Set TFCMsg = tfcapp.CreateMessage
     Set TFCText = tfcapp.CreateText
     Set TFCRecp = tfcapp.CreateRecipient
     Set tfccont = tfcapp.CreateContents
     Set tfcaddr = tfcapp.CreateAddress
     TFCText.Text = "This is a test message ! please ignore"
     tfcaddr.Number = "11111111111111"
     tfcaddr.Service = "FAX"
     tfccont.Add tfcaddr
    TFCRecp.Addresses = tfccont

     TFCMsg.Recipients.Add TFCRecp
     TFCMsg.Contents.Add TFCText
     TFCMsg.Backup "C:\msg.txt", True
     If TFCMsg.Send(tfcsess.ServerID) = False Then
       MsgBox "Sending failed"
     Else
       MsgBox "Message sent"
     End If
End if

Return Value:

Returns FALSE on error and sets the TFC error values.

.Recipients

.RecipientsCC

.RecipientsBCC
Read:  Property Recipients as Collection
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Write: Property Recipients as Variant

Read:  Property RecipientsCC as Collection

Write: Property RecipientsCC as Variant

Read:  Property RecipientsBCC as Collection

Write: Property RecipientsBCC as Variant

Read: This property returns a collection object that contains all recipients of that message. The
recipients are taken from the message header entry. The collection object itself returns a
TFC recipient object in its Item property. There are active and inactive recipients returned.

Write: When writing to this property, you can set the recipients of the message. You can either
supply a collection object which contains recipients, or a text string specifying the recipient.

Example:
 Msg.Recipients=”FAX,66133895”

Syntax:

The syntax of the recipient or address is as follows:
[[FullName,]Service,]Number

Note It is not supported to remove the collection completely. It is only supported to remove
single recipients from the collection. To remove a recipient from the recipients collection the
method .Recipients.Remove(Index) is used. (Hint: The index starts with 0)

.Contents
Read: Property Contents as Collection

Write: Property Contents as Variant   

This property returns a collection object that contains the content of the message (UN_CONTENT/
L_ENV_CONT).

Read: The contents object returned only contains objects that can be handled by the Contents
class (currently these are Attachment, Image, Text).

Write: When writing to this property, you can supply one of the following items:
• Contents object
• Attachment object
• Image object
• Text object
• Text string

Example:
Msg.Contents=”This is the text I want to send!”
  

.Originator
Read: Property Originator as Recipient
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Write: Property Originator as Variant

Read: This property returns a Recipient object that contains the originator information including all
originator addresses.

Write: When writing to this property, you can set the Originator of the message. If you don’t specify
an originator for a message, the currently logged in user is used.

Note The currently logged in user must have the right to change the originator (CHANGE
ORIGINATOR). You can set this right e.g. in TCfW. Select User Profiles on the Admin Menu Bar. Then
mark the user you want to give the right and click on the Edit – button. Select Rights and enable the
Change Sender checkbox.

You can either supply a recipient object which contains the originator’s address information, or a text
string specifying the originator.

Syntax:

The syntax of the recipient or address is as follows:
[[FullName,]Service,]Number

.Subject
R/W property Subject as String

This property holds the “long” (128 characters) subject string, which is contained in the message header
item. If the string is longer than 128 characters, it will be truncated.

DetachImage()
Function DetachImage ( TextView as integer, FileName 
as String, img_format as integer, [ long img_opts as integer],[xres as integer], [yres
 as 
integer]) As Boolean

This function detaches image content of the Message including the cover sheet thus resolving any
variables that can be contained in the Message and page breaks.

Parameters

Textview The conversion of the image is done by the module TCIMG32.DLL. This DLL gets a handle
to the message content. Depending on this parameter, the content is opened as follows.
If this parameter is 0, the content is opened from the object UN_CONTENT.
If this parameter is not equal 0, the content is opened from the object
SET_CONTENT_VIEWS

Filename Name of the file where the image is written

img_format Format of the image

img_opts Various meanings, depending on img_format

xres,yres Output resolution, only correct fax resolution is valid (204x196, 204x98). When supplying (0,
0), the original resolution is preserved.

The parameter img_format can be one of the following:
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Img_format Graphical format img_opts remark

TC_TCI 0 image and text data

TC_TIFF 1 Tiff Options:
0: Packbit
1: Uncompressed
2: G3 Type 2 without EOL
3: G3 Type 3 with EOL
4: G4 (2D Compression

TC_PCX 2 Only first page

TC_BMP 3 Only first page

TC_DCX 4 Max. 100 pages

TC_PCL 5 Lincoln Converter needed

TC_MDA 6 0: with resource group and
invoke medium map
1: without resource group and
invoke medium map

TC_PS 8 Lincoln Converter needed

TC_GIF 9

The parameter img_opts can be one of the following:

For TC_TIF, img_opts specify the compression method:

100 TC_TIFF_PACKBITS

101 TC_TIFF_NOCOMPRESS

102 TC_TIFF_CCITT

103 TC_TIFF_FAX_G3

104 TC_TIFF_FAX_G4

105 TC_TIFF_FAX_G4_WRITEEOL

For MDA, img_opts selects a subformat:

0 AFPDS

1 MODCA-P IS/1

For TCI, img_opts is a bitfield:

4 TC_NOTEXT(only imageblocks are handled for TCIfiles)

8 TC_FORMFEED(start written file with formfeed)

For TC_TXT, img_opts indicates the numeric codepage of the text file. Some common codepage
constants are listed below.

0 TCOSS0
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1 TCOSS1

1252 ANSI (Windows) Western Europe

850 DOS Western Europe

1250 ANSI (Windows) Eastern Europe

852 DOS Eastern Europe

932 DOS Western Europe

1253 Greek (Windows)

For all other formats, img_opts should be 0

DetachImageEx
Function DetachImageEx ( TextView as integer, FileName as String, img_format 
as integer, [ long img_opts as integer],[xres as integer], [yres as 
integer],[Flags as Long]) As Boolean

This method detaches image content of the Message including the cover sheet thus resolving any
variables that can be contained in the Message and page breaks.

Parameters

Textview The conversion of the image is done by the module TCIMG32.DLL. This DLL gets a handle
to the message content. Depending on this parameter, the content is opened as follows.
If this parameter is 0, the content is opened from the object UN_CONTENT.
If this parameter is not equal 0, the content is opened from the object
SET_CONTENT_VIEWS

Filename Name of the file where the image is written

img_format Format of the image

img_opts Various meanings, depending on img_format

xres,yres Output resolution, only correct fax resolution is valid (204x196, 204x98). When supplying (0,
0), the original resolution is preserved.

The parameter img_format can be one of the following:

Img_format Graphical format img_opts remark

TC_TCI 0 image and text data

TC_TIFF 1 Tiff Options:
0: Packbit
1: Uncompressed
2: G3 Type 2 without EOL
3: G3 Type 3 with EOL
4: G4 (2D Compression

TC_PCX 2 Only first page

TC_BMP 3 Only first page

TC_DCX 4 Max. 100 pages
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Img_format Graphical format img_opts remark

TC_PCL 5 Lincoln Converter needed

TC_MDA 6 0: with resource group and
invoke medium map
1: without resource group and
invoke medium map

TC_PS 8 Lincoln Converter needed

TC_GIF 9

The parameter Flags can contain:

TCNOADD_PAGEBREAKS 256 No additional page breaks between pages

TCINCLUDE_TEXT 512 Converts text to image

TCADJUSTTOA4 1024 If the page smaller than A4 it is adjusted to A4 size

TCINCLUDE_OVERLAYS 3072 Overlays are included in the output image

.DocClass
R/W Property DocClass as integer

This property represents the document class of this message. It can be one of the following:

1 TFC.RESTR

2 TFC.TEXT_DOC

4 TFC.XIMAGE

8 TFC.BINARY_DOC

16 TFC.XVOICE

.ActiveRecipient
R/O Property ActiveRecipient as Variant

This property represents the index of the active recipient in the recipient list
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User

The user object contains the user profile.

Since a user is always also a recipient, the user object inherits all methods and properties from the
recipient object.

To get the user object of the currently logged in user, use the User property of the session object.

To get any other user from the Kofax Communication Server, use the OpenCurrent method of the
Directory object.

To create a new user, use the CreateUser method of the Application object.

Save()

SaveAs()

SaveTo()
Function Save([Overwrite As Boolean = True]) As Boolean

Function SaveAs(UserID As String, [Overwrite As Boolean = True]) 
As Boolean

Function SaveTo(Server, [UserID As String], [Overwrite As Boolean = True]) 
As Boolean

The methods are similar to the methods of the message class. If no user id, NULL or an empty string is
specified with SaveTo() the current user id is used.

The methods return FALSE on error and set the TFC error values.

.MailSystem
Property MailSystem as Variant 
  

The MailSystem property contains the name of the MailSystem a User or Recipient is assigned to.
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Currently, the Mailsystem property can be one of:

"TOPCALL"

"MSMAIL"

"CCMAIL"

"NOTES"

"HPOM"

"HOST"

"TCFI"

"EXCHANGE"

"NDS"

"MQ"

If the user or recipient does not contain a specific MailSystem, this property contains the string
"UNDEFINED"

Note The Mailsystem property can be used directly as parameter for the "CreateSessionEx" Method

Path Access / SET_MAP support
This section describes the Path Access/ SET_MAP support.

Path Syntax
Every base TFC object (Message, User Attachment,...) contains several sub objects. Via the TFC Path it
is possible to access those objects easily.

The TFC path is a relative Path that starts with every base TFC Object.

The path is a string containing sub object identifiers of the following format:

SubObject[(index)][.SubObject]

SubObject Is the name (not the number) of the Object. For a list of valid sub object names, see the
TCSI Manual. You can also see the names in an ASCII format Backup file. Names are not
case-sensitive (but, nevertheless, all examples given here use uppercase names).

Index For lists, it must contain a numeric list index.

e.g.

The path for the third object of a Message is:
"UN_CONTENT(3)"

The path for the first address of the first in-action of a user profile is:
“UN_CONTENT.L_ACTIONS_IN_MAIL(0).SET_ENTRY_RS.L_FULL_ADDR(0)”
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MAP Objects
Together with TCSI 2.24 or higher, you can also access SET_MAP object values by giving the
corresponding key name.

e.g.

To get/put the value of the property “DefaultSavePath” out of the userprofile’s MAP object, use the path
"UN_CONTENT.SET_CLIENT_SETUP.SET_MAP.DefaultSavePath"

Note It is recommended to group all settings by application name. TFC supports hierarchical nesting of
SET_MAP objects (just like the NT registry …).

Examples:
"UN_CONTENT.SET_CLIENT_SETUP.SET_MAP.TCfW.DefaultSavePath"

"UN_CONTENT.SET_CLIENT_SETUP.SET_MAP.TCVMail.Server.LastLogin"

.Item() as Variant
TFC offers a new property ‘Item’, that allows reading or writing an object property by specifying an object
path. The lines below show the usage of this property with a user object.

Notes on writing objects:
• The destination object is created if not yet existing; it is overwritten if it already exists.
• To add objects to a list, use the .Add() method!

...
Set td = TFCSession.OpenUserStore
td.PutFilterValue TFC.TS_USER_ID, “SM”
td.First
While Not td.EOF
  Set TFCUser = td.OpenCurrent     ‘Userobject
  '... do something with TFCUser (see below)

wend

Write a specific sub object within a User:
TFCUser.Item(“UN_CONTENT.SET_CLIENT_SETUP.SET_WS_CL_RIGHTS.INT_R_DIRECTNO”)=YES

TFCUser.Item(“TS_LANGUAGE”)=”01”

Read a specific sub object within a User:
R_Direct=TFCUser.Item(“UN_CONTENT.SET_CLIENT_SETUP.SET_WS_CL_RIGHTS.INT_R_DIRECTNO”)

Language=TFCUser.Item(“TS_LANGUAGE”)

Write specific elements of a list
TFCUser.Item(“UN_CONTENT.L_ACTIONS_IN_MAIL(0).INT_DEL_TYPE”)=TO_

Read specific elements of a list
D_Type=TFCUser.Item(“UN_CONTENT.L_ACTIONS_IN_MAIL(0).INT_DEL_TYPE”)

To check if an item exists, you can use the Count property. It returns 0 if the item does not exist.
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Example:

VBScript
......Rem list all addresses of a user
......Const TS_USER_ID = 165
......Set tfcDir = tfcSess(0).OpenUserStore
If not tfcDir is Nothing Then
...tfcDir.PutfilterValue TS_USER_ID,"RM*"
...tfcDir.First
...Do While Not tfcDir.EOF
......Set TfcObj = tfcDir.OpenCurrent
......Wscript.Echo "User " & TfcObj.UserID
......i = 0
......Do
.........If TfcObj.Recipient.Count("L_FULL_ADDR(" & CStr(i) & ")") = 0 Then
...............Exit Do
...............End If
.........Set tfcAddresses = TfcObj.Recipient.Item("L_FULL_ADDR(" & CStr(i) & ")")
.........Wscript.Echo "Service=" & tfcAddresses.Service & " Number=" &
 tfcAddresses.Number
.........i=i+1
......Loop
......tfcDir.Next
.........Loop
Else
.........Wscript.Echo "Cannot open Userstore"
End If

Add() as Variant
Use this method to add objects to a list specified by path.

Note To add new objects to non-list parents, use .Item()!

If adding is successful, the method returns the added object.

e.g.

To add an in-action at a certain position:
TFCUser.Add “UN_CONTENT.L_ACTIONS_IN_MAIL”,Object[, PositionBefore[, PositionAfter]]

Notes:
• If the index (PositionBefore, PositionAfter) is not specified, the object is appended to the end of the list.
• If only PositionBefore is given, the object is inserted before this index.
• If only PositionAfter is given (PositionBefore=-1), the object is inserted after this index.
• If both are specified, the two parameters must match (e.g. to insert at pos. 2, give PositionBefore=2,

PositionAfter=1)

Remove() as Boolean
Use this method to delete objects by path.

e.g.

To remove the cost center, use
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TFCUser.Remove “TS_COST_CENTER”

To remove the first element in a list (by index; index is zero-based!)
TFCUser.Remove “UN_CONTENT.L_ACTIONS_IN_MAIL”, 0

or
TFCUser.Remove “UN_CONTENT.L_ACTIONS_IN_MAIL(0)”

To delete the whole list of in-actions:
TFCUser.Remove “UN_CONTENT.L_ACTIONS_IN_MAIL”  

Count() as Long
Determine the number of objects in a list.

e.g.

How many in-actions has the user?

TFCUser.Count “UN_CONTENT.L_ACTIONS_IN_MAIL”

Notes:

Count() may be applied to any objects. However, if applied to an existing non-list object, it will return 1.

Count() can also be used the test objects for existence. If an object does not exists, Count() returns 0.

General Notes on the Path/Item Functionality
To provide for unique path designators, you must avoid TCSI object names in hierarchical SET_MAP lists.
Use real-world strings instead (like “TCfW”, “StatTool”, or whatever).

Note You have to do an explicit “Save” on the TFC parent object to make any changes persistent (e.g.
Session.Save())

Be careful when using the Item/Path feature from a Session parent object. If you have sufficient TCOSS
user rights, it is quite easy to destroy your TCOSS installation (e.g. by deleting the number series)!
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Recipient

The recipient object contains all addressing information for a certain recipient.

A recipient object can be opened by one of the open functions of the session object or the Directory
object.

Properties of a recipient can be accessed using the generic access functions provided by the base class.

Save()
Function Save([Overwrite As Boolean = True]) As Boolean

Saves the recipient from where it was opened.

Return Value

Returns FALSE on error and sets the TFC error values.

SaveAs()
Function SaveAs(Recipient As String, [AddressBook = 2], [Overwrite As Boolean = True])
 As Boolean

Parameter

Recipient Recipient ID

Addressbook This function accepts the constants SYSTEM, PRIVATE or CURRENT or a string
as address book name. An empty string as name is the same as CURRENT.

Return Value

Returns FALSE on error and sets the TFC error values.

SaveTo()
Function SaveTo(Server, [Recipient As String], [AddressBook = 2], [Overwrite As Boolean
 = True]) As Boolean
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Same as SaveAs() but additionally allows to specify the server where to save the recipient to. If no
recipient name, NULL or an empty string is specified the current recipient name is used.

Return Value

Returns FALSE on error and sets the TFC error values.

.Addresses
Read: Property Addresses as Collection

Write: Property Addresses as Variant

Read: This property returns a collection object that contains all addresses of that recipient. The
collection returns a TFC Address object in its Item property. There are active and inactive
addresses returned.

Write: When writing to this property, you can set the addresses of the recipient. You can either
supply a TFC Contents object which contains TFC Address objects, or a text string specifying
the address.

Syntax:

The syntax of the recipient or address is as follows:
[[FullName,]Service,]Number

Example with a string:
Msg.Recipients.Addresses=”FAX,66133895”

Example with a contents object:
Dim tfcrecp As TFC.Recipient
  Dim tfcaddr As TFC.Address
  Dim tfccont As TFC.Contents 
Set tfcrecp = tfcapp.CreateRecipient
  Set tfccont = tfcapp.CreateContents
  Set tfcaddr = tfcapp.CreateAddress
  tfcaddr.Number = "12345678901234567890"
  tfcaddr.Service = "FAX"
  tfccont.Add tfcaddr
  tfcrecp.Addresses = tfccont

Note It is not supported to remove the collection completely. It is only supported to remove
single addresses from the collection. To remove an address from the addresses collection the
method .Addresses.Remove(Index) is used. (Hint: The index starts with 0)

.Value
Property Value as string

This property holds the text representation of the first active address of the recipient.

Syntax:

The string returned has the following form:
FullName,Service,Number
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.Active
Property Active as integer  (((CURRENTLY VARIANT)))

This property defines the state of the recipient. It can be either

INACTIVE (0) TCOSS will not deliver the message to this recipient. The recipient can be activated
using the TCfW authorise feature.
Recipient is included in Cover sheet.

ACTIVE (1) TCOSS will deliver the message to this user.

DELIVERED (2) TCOSS will not deliver the message to this recipient (it has already been delivered
by a foreign mail system)
Recipient is included in Cover sheet.

.MailSystem
Property MailSystem as Variant

The MailSystem property contains the name of the MailSystem a User or Recipient is assigned to.
Currently, the Mailsystem property can be one of:

"TOPCALL"

"MSMAIL"

"CCMAIL"

"NOTES"

"HPOM"

"HOST"

"TCFI"

"EXCHANGE"

"NDS"

"MQ"

If the user or recipient does not contain a specific MailSystem, this property contains the string
"UNDEFINED"

Note The Mailsystem property can be used directly as parameter for the "CreateSessionEx" Method
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Address

The address class represents an address of a recipient. It can be opened from the Addresses property of
the recipient class (via AddressContents).

.Service
Property Service as String

The Service of the Address.

.Active
Property Active as Integer

Defines the status of the address. It can be either INACTIVE (0) or ACTIVE (1)

.Number
Property Number as String

Depending on the type of the service, this property maps to one of the following internal TFC objects:

Fax TX_FAX_NUMBER

Telex TS_TX_NUMBER

Teletex TS_TTX_NUMBER

X400 TS_X400_ADDR

Topcall TS_TC_USERID

Free TS_FREE_ADDR

.Value
Property Value as String

This property holds the text representation of the address.

Syntax:
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“Service,Number”

Directory

The Directory object internally stores a derived list of objects of specific type. The different type of
directories (Message Directory, Recipient Directory and User Directory) are described below.

The directory class has a built in cache. Therefore, changes on the server are not reflected immediately in
the directory object.

Fetching new entries from the server is supervised by a time-out. The time-out value can be set by the
application (directory.SearchTimeout). If no entries can be fetched from the server within the specified
time period a runtime error occurs.

Note The list objects are not only lists of references to entries (message, user, …). List objects are more
like a contents directory where both references to the actual entry and vital properties such as file name,
folder name, creation time, … are stored. You need not open the entire entry if you just want to display
some properties to the user (or whatever client).

ObjectType() returns the type of the permanent store to let the user know which type of directory
(Message, Recipient or User) it is. If no entry is currently selected, the method also returns a type.

Special directory objects are: MessageDirectory, UserDirectory and RecipientDirectory.

Properties of a directory entry can be accessed using the generic access functions (GetProperty,
SetProperty or .Value) provided by the directory class.

Message Directory
The message directory object contains the contents directory of a message store, mail store or archive.
This may be the message store of a user, the system store, the FIS folder, any local message store, the
mail system, short term archive or long term archive.
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For mail and archive stores, the list may contain the inbox or the outbox of a user depending on the folder
type specified. In addition, it is possible to select if the short term archive should be included.

By default, the filter values are set to display only the messages of the user currently logged in.

A message directory can be opened by one of the open functions (OpenInBox, OpenOutBox,
OpenMessageStore, OpenArchive) of the session.

Recipient Directory
The recipient directory object contains the contents directory of a recipient store. This may be the system
address book (folder +TECH) or a user address book (any other folder).

By default, the filter values are set to display only the recipients of the system address book.

A recipients directory can be opened with the function OpenAddressbook of the session.

User Directory
The user directory class contains the contents directory of the user store. There is only one user store in
the system.

A user directory can be opened with the function OpenUserStore of the session.

Filters
How to use Filter values:

When opening (creating) a Directory object, you can use filters to find specific entries. Filtering can be
done by setting a filter value for a specific TFC property value. When stepping through the directory using
First()/Next() you will only find entries matching the given filter values. Filters in all folders except the
Archive folder are always AND combined.

When a directory is opened, there is a default filter value defined (see below).

Default filters:

Object Property Value

User Directory TS_USER_ID User ID

Recipient Directory TS_RECP_ID and
TS_SECTION

(user ID or
“+TECH”)

Message Directory (In Box) TS_RECIPIENT User ID

Message Directory (Out Box) TS_ORIGINATOR User ID

Message Directory (Message Folder) TS_TOS_FOLDER User ID

Archive Directory (In Archive) TS_RECIPIENT User ID

Archive Directory (Out Archive) TS_ORIGINATOR User ID

The default filter value is always the currently logged in user ID.
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GetFilterValue()

PutFilterValue()

DelFilterValue()
Function GetFilterValue(nID As Long, pvValue) As Boolean 

Function PutFilterValue(nID As Long, vValue) As Boolean

Function DelFilterValue(nID As Long) As Boolean

Note The method First() MUST be called after changing the filter values.

Filters and Archive
Due to the extended Filter possibilities, the filters in the Archive are handled different.

The filter values can not be freely edited as with the other lists.

A call to PutFilterValuey()adds a new filter value with the logical relation AND. This method always adds
an ADDITIONAL filter value, even if a value with the same ID was added already. To add a filter value
with the logical relation OR, add the value ARC_FILTER_OR to the ID parameter. This logically ORs the
current filter value to its predecessor.

OR has higher precedence than AND.

e.g.
PutFilterValue(SET_BLK_TXT,"bla");
PutFilterValue(TS_ORIGINATOR,"FI");
PutFilterValue(TS_RECIPIENT|ARC_FILTER_OR,"FI");
PutFilterValue(TS_REF,"lall");

searches for: ("bla" in text) and (("FI" as originator) or ("FI" as recipient)) and ("lall" in subject)

It is not possible to remove single filter values. You have to remove the entire filter list by calling

DelFilterValue(0).

Note While searching the Archive, an Offline volumes event can occur. See section OnOfflineVolume ()
Event for details

Supported filter values are:

SET_BLK_TEXT .. full text search

TS_REF

TS_RECIPIENT

TS_ORIGINATOR

TS_RECIPIENT
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TS_DOC_NR

TS_ENV_NAME_POSTED

TS_NORMALIZED_ADDR

TS_NORMALIZED_ORIG

TS_ORIGINATOR_GROUP

TS_RECIPIENT_GROUP

The filter values above accumulate in the filter list.

TIME_ACTION

TIME_ACTION_U (Implies that TIME_ACTION <= time <= TIME_ACTION_U)

Are not added to the list of filter values. Instead they restrict the time span of messages included into
the search. The format for TIME_ACTION and TIME_ACTION_U is the TCOSS Date/Time format
(YYMMDD:hhmmss)

Following properties can be used to adjust the behaviour when fetching entries.

.CacheLen
Property CacheLen As Long

The CacheLen property defines the number of entries to read as one contiguous block when new data is
to be read from the server. The default is 20.

.SearchTimeout
Property SearchTimeout As Long

The SearchTimeout property defines the time in seconds to wait for at least one entry being received from
the server. If the server neither sends an entry nor indicates EOF during this time a runtime error occurs.
The default value is 10 seconds.

.FolderType
Property FolderType As Long

The folder type is important only for mailboxes or mail-archives. In this case, the value may be either
IN_FLDR or OUT_FLDR. Usually this value is automatically set when the folder is opened. This value can
be used to determine if you’re currently viewing the InBox or the OutBox.
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First()

Next()

.Eof
Sub First([Direction as Variant], [Start as Variant]) 
Sub Next()
Property Eof As Boolean

These methods can be used to move through the list of entries. First() initializes the List and fetches the
first block of entries from the server. The very first entry matching the search values is the current entry
after calling this method.

It is possible to specify the direction in which to search. A positive value indicates the default sort direction
of the server. This is usually from lower to higher values. A negative value indicates the opposite direction.
A value of 0 (the default if none is specified) sets the TFC default direction for the current type of store.
For all stores but the mail stores, the TFC default is positive. For mail stores, the default value is negative.
This behaviour is compliant with the TCfW folder views.

It is possible to specify a start entry for the search. If a start entry is passed to the First() function, the
search begins after the specified entry and not at the very beginning of the store. The start entry specified
must be a string returned the .Path property.

If the type of the path does not match the store type a runtime error occurs.

The order of the parameters specified with First() is not important. Since both parameters have different
types they are always distinguished i.e. you may specify the start entry before or without specifying the
direction.

The Next() method selects the following entry – if any – as current entry.

Use .Eof to determine if there is an entry available. If .Eof is TRUE there are no more entries available.

Note First() or Next() do not return FALSE or a runtime error if a Eof –condition occurs! These methods
generate a runtime error only if a fatal error occurs such as a timeout. In case of a fatal error Eof() is
always TRUE.

.Path
Property Path As String

The path is a string uniquely identifying an entry (message, mail, user, recipient, service) on a server.
Currently the path string does not specify a server. Thus, only by means of the information in the path you
can not determine on what server this entry is located.

A path remains valid between sessions. You may use a path retrieved by a different session or even by a
different application to open an entry.

The Session object provides the Open() method to open an entry by path.

The Syntax depends on the TCOSS folder from where the object was retrieved.
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Mail folder (inbox and outbox)
mail\<INT_CIF_ID>\<INT_CIF_NR>\<INT_STATUS_IN>\<TS_RECIPIENT_GROUP>\<INT_STATUS_OUT>
\<TS_ORIGINATOR_GROUP>\<TIME_ACTION>\<INT_PRIORITY>\<INT_STATE>\<INT_FOLDER_TYPE>

Possible values for INT_FOLDER_TYPE
1 = Inbox, 2 = Outbox

Example:

mail\2152703\1\19794\DEVELOP\65567\DEV\040126:155247\50\74428\1

Short term archive folder

The short term archive contains terminated mail entries. Entries in the short term archive are automatically
deleted by two cyclical erasure mechanisms:

The first deletes the content parts of terminated mail entries; the second deletes the terminated entries.
For old entries the content of the part may not exist anymore.

<mailarc>\<BLK_BINARY>

Example:

\mailarc\020000000e000000a8485700a7475700

Archive folder:

The archive folder exists only on a TC Archive server. It holds all permanent objects of the long term
archive.
archive\<INT_VOLUME>\<INT_ENTRY_NR>

Example:

archive\423987\1987

Message folder:

The message folder holds all kind of files.

<message>\<TS_TOS_FOLDER>\<TS_FILE_NAME>

Example:
message\ST\MSG1

Recipient folder:

The recipient folder holds all the entries of the recipients known at the server. For each user in the user
folder also an entry in the recipient folder exists.
<recipient>\<TS_SECTION>\<TS_RECP_ID>

Example:
recipient\+TECH\ST

Note There is no restriction for the length of the recipient ID. (The ID can be longer than 8 characters)
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User folder:

The user folder holds all entries of the server’s users.
<user>\<TS_USER_ID>

e.g.:
user\ST

or
user\UserWithLongID

Note There is no restriction for the length of the user ID. (The ID can be longer than 8 characters)

The path is especially useful when displaying stores with HTML. In this case the directory object or even
the server session may be closed while the user views its page. The path to the last displayed entry can
be stored within an URL and can be used as start point for the next query. (see First() )

The path syntax may be expanded in future TFC versions. For compatibility reasons only use the path
returned by the .path property of the directory object

OpenCurrent()
Function OpenCurrent() As Object

Opens the current entry and returns an object of appropriate type. Returns a reference to the opened
object. On error it generates a runtime error.

The OpenCurrent() function returns a generic Object reference. This reference can be stored into any
object variable (Object, Message, User, ..) because the object type is checked during runtime. Be aware
that storing the reference into a variable of the wrong object type causes a runtime error. Similarly,
invoking a property or method that is not supported by the object currently stored in a Object variable
cause a runtime error too.

Whenever a Message from an offline volume archive is opened, an event named “OnOfflineVolume” of the
parent server session object is fired.

Example

Visual Basic
g_Directory.LastError = TFC.OK
g_Directory.PutFilterValue TFC.TIME_ACTION, ArchiveDateFrom.Text 
g_Directory.PutFilterValue TFC.TIME_ACTION_U, ArchiveDateTo.Text
Call g_Directory.First
'now, g_Directory should be ready.
Dim i As Integer

i = 0
If g_Directory.LastError <= TFC.OK Then
  Dim ori As Variant  'tfc.RECIPIENT
  Dim addr As Variant 'tfc.Address

  While (Not g_Directory.EOF And i < 200)
    Set message = g_Directory.OpenCurrent 
    If g_Directory.LastError > TFC.OK Then
      List1.Add ("Error opening Message=" &
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...............Format$(g_Directory.LastError) & " " &

...............g_Directory.LastErrorDescription)
      g_Directory.LastError = TFC.OK  ‘don’t forget this!!!
    Else
      List1.Add (tim & " " & g_Directory.Value)
    End If
  g_Directory.Next
  i = i + 1
  Wend
End If

Add()
Function Add(What as Variant, 
    [Overwrite as Boolean = FALSE])  as Boolean

This method adds a TFC object to the directory. The given entry is converted to the directories native TFC
object type (e.g. Recipient for a Recipient directory)

Return Value

If the Add method fails, the return value is FALSE. Use GetLastTFCError() to get more detailed
information about the cause of the error.

Remove()
Function Remove([What As Variant]) as Boolean

This method removes the specified entry from the directory. If no entry was specified, the current entry is
removed. Note that archived messages cannot be removed. FALSE is returned in this case.

Return Value

If the remove method fails, the return value is FALSE. Use GetLastTFCError() to get more detailed
information about the cause of the error.

FilterExpression
Property FilterExpression as String;

Sets the filtering for the subsequent call of the First() Method.

Note This property is only supported for SPI.

Syntax
The syntax of the filter is similar to the BASIC IF statement syntax:

Examples:
keyword = "keyvalue"

keyword <> "keyvalue"

5 < keyword

The service provider parses the filter expression upon entry and throws an exception (OnError in VB) and
the LastError variable is set to ERR_TFC_EXPRESSION (9008)
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Valid keywords are:

Keyword Type
(Numeric/Ascii)

In Folder Supported by Comment

DocClass N Message, Archive TC, LN, MX Bitfield (Voice, Text,
Binary, Image, ...)

FileName A Message TC

Ref A Message TC, LN, MX

FileSize N Message TC, LN, MX

Created A Message TC, LN, MX Format
YYMMDD:HHMMSS

State N Message TC ST_POSTED...

Recipient A Message TC, LN, MX

RecipientInfo A Message TC, LN, MX Displayname

Originator A Message TC, LN, MX

OriginatorInfo A Message TC, LN, MX Displayname

DocNr A Message TC, LN

Priority N Message TC

MsgType N Message TC, LN, MX

RecpID A Person TC, LN, MX

Company A Person TC, LN, MX

Deptm A Person TC, LN, MX

Fullname A Person TC, LN

Service A Person TC, LN, MX LN: Always "NOTES"

CostCenter A Message, Person TC

The syntax of the Filter expression is defined as follows:

Here is the BNF (RFC822) form of the description (for those who have to write the parsers)
filterexpression ::= ["NOT"] ["("] booleanexp [relexp filterexpression] [")"]
relexp ::= "AND" / "OR"
;; AND has precedence over "OR"

booleanexp ::= (keyword compexp value) / (value compexp keyword)

compexp  ::= "=" / "!=" / "<>" / "><" / ">=" / "<=" / "<" / ">"
keyword  ::=...DocClass" / " FileName " / "Ref" / " FileSize" / 
 ........."Created" / "State" / "Recipient" / "RecipientInfo" / 
 ........."Originator" / "OriginatorInfo" / "DocNr" / "Priority" /
 ........."MsgType" / "RecpID" / "Company" / "Deptm" / 
 ........."FullName" / "Service" / "CostCenter"

; Notes: SPI provider can define additional keywords.
; keywords must not start with special characters or numbers
; Keywords are NOT case sensitive!
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value ::= numeric / quoted_string
; quotes (") within the quoted string are duplicated (BASIC like)

Note Currently this Property can only to be used together with SPI, not with the native TCOSS server.
Use the Get- Put- DelFilterValue method for TCOSS access.

EnableCount
Property EnableCount as Boolean

Set this value to true, if counting should be enabled.

Since entry counting reduces performance, it is disabled by default.

Note Enabling of counting is only necessary for TCOSS. For TCOSS only counting for the Inbox and the
Outbox is supported.

Other SPI providers support counting by default.

Count
Property Count as Long

This property returns the current number of entries in the directory. This number is valid after calling the
method First. Before calling the method First, the EnableCount property must be set to true.

Note Only supported in mail folders when filtering on TFC.INT_DOC_CLASS and INT_STATUS
= TFC.NEW_ENTRY or TFC.TOUCHED in case that a single recipient has been selected without
wildcards.

This property requires TCOSS 7.28.00 or higher and TCSI 2.25.00 or higher.

Example:

Visual Basic
Dim tfcapp As New tfc.Application
Dim tfcsess As tfc.Session
Dim tfcdir As tfc.Directory
Dim i
Set tfcsess = tfcapp.CreateSession("RMTCOSS", "TCP/IP,RMTCOSS")
If tfcsess.Login("RM") Then
  Set tfcdir = tfcsess.OpenInBox("RM")
  tfcdir.EnableCount = True
  tfcdir.PutFilterValue tfc.INT_DOC_CLASS, 0
  tfcdir.PutFilterValue tfc.INT_DOC_CLASS_U, tfc.RESTR Or tfc.TEXT_DOC Or
 tfc.XIMAGE Or tfc.BINARY_DOC Or tfc.XVOICE
  tfcdir.PutFilterValue tfc.INT_STATUS, tfc.NEW_ENTRY
  tfcdir.PutFilterValue tfc.INT_STATUS_U, tfc.TOUCHED
  tfcdir.First
  i = tfcdir.Count
  MsgBox "Count = " & CStr(i)
End If

Flags
Property Flags(FlagID as long) as long
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Returns the Flags identified by the FlagID parameter.

FlagID can be one of the following:

Flag Id Can contain Supported by SPI

TFC.F_Priority TFC.LOW, TFC.NORM,
TFC.HIGH

TC, MX, LN

TFC.F_Unread TRUE, FALSE MX, LN

TFC.F_MsgType TFC.T_DelNotif,
TFC.T_NonDelNotif,
TFC.T_Message
TFC.T_Read

TFC.T_NonRead

TC, MX, LN

TFC.F_ReadOnly TRUE, FALSE

TFC.F_Dirty TRUE, FALSE

TFC.F_Notification TFC.T_DelNotif,
TFC.T_NonDelNotif,

TFC.T_Read,

TFC.T_NonRead

TC, MX, LN

The .Flags property is also contained in the Message Object.

Note

Each SPI provider defines which Flag_ID's are supported.

RemoveCurrent
Function RemoveCurrent ([Status As Long]) As Boolean

The RemoveCurrent function removes the current entry from the directory. The next entry will become the
current one, if there is no next entry, the EOF flag is set, and there is no current entry (Methods related to
the current entry will fail).

Parameters

Status: to remove entries in the mail system a status can be specified. If no status is specified
ST_DELIVERED | ST_TERMINATE is used

First()
Sub First([Direction as Variant], [Start as Variant])

Parameters
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Direction The direction parameter can be one of the following:
First_Default = 0,
First_Forward = 1,
First_Backward = -1,

First_Set = 32768,
First_Set_Forward = 32769,
First_Set_Backward = 32767,

If the first three values are used (First_Default, First_Forward, First_Backward), First() will set the
current record to the first after the record whose path is given in the start parameter.
If the second 3 values are used, (First_Set, First_Set_Forward, First_Set_Backward), the current record
will be exactly the one given in the start parameter.

Directory.CancelCurrent()
Function CancelCurrent () As Boolean

This function cancels the current message. Note that the CancelCurrent method applies to the inbox and
the outbox. In a TCOSS session the CancelCurrent method can also be used for the job overview folder
(see OpenJobFolder)

Directory.ReactivateCurrent()
Function ReactivateCurrent () As Boolean

This function reactivates the current message. This function is only supported for the outbox.

Directory.CorrectCurrent()
Function CorrectCurrent (msg as TFC.Message) As Boolean

This function is used to modify a message that is already in the out box.
• Retrieve a Message from the Outbox,
• modify it according your needs,
• Call the Directory.CorrectCurrent method which takes the corrected Message.

Return value:

False is returned in case of an error.

Note The CorrectCurrent function is only possible in the outbox.

UserChanges
The UserChanges object is a directory that holds a list of all new, changed or deleted users.

CacheLen
Property CacheLen As Long
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The CacheLen property defines the number of entries to read as one contiguous block when new

data is to be read from the server. The default is 20.

Eof
Property Eof As Boolean

The property Eof is used to determine if an entry is available in the list.

GetPropertyEx
Function GetPropertyEx(nID As Long, pvValue, [hObj As Long]) As Boolean

The GetPropertyEx function is used to read a TCSI field.

Parameters

nID TCSI Object ID

pvValue Integer, String and values

hObj Handle to a object (optional)

Return Values

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE

Next()
Function Next() As Boolean

The Next function is used to move through the UserChanges object.

Return Values

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE

Refresh()
Function Refresh() As Boolean

The Refresh function is used to refresh the UserChanges object.

Return Values

If the function succeeds the return value is TRUE

If the function fails the return value is FALSE
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Attachment

The Attachment class represents a binary attachment. Note that it can also hold an entire message or
alternative content.

Attach()
Function Attach (FileName as String) as Boolean

This Method reads a binary file from the disk. The content is not interpreted in any way.

Return value:

False is returned in case of an error.

Detach()
Function Detach (FileName as String)as Boolean

This Method writes the binary content to a disk file. No translation of content is done.

Return value:

False is returned in case of an error.

.FileName
Property FileName as String

This property holds original file name of the attachment.
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.Service
Property Service as String

This property holds a filter value for the views on the message. Within the cover of a message it defines
for which services the attached object applies. Wildcards (asterisk) are supported; the string compare is
case insensitive.

Example: FAX for exact match

FAX* matches FAX and FAXISDN

.MsgType
Property MsgType as Integer

This property holds a filter value for the views on the message. Within the cover of a message it defines
for which message type this cover applies. Possible values are TFC.NORM , TFC.ROUTING, TFC.NOTIF

.ServId
Property ServId as string

This property holds the server ID where the attachment is saved.

.TosFolder
Property TosFolder as String

This property holds the folder name where the attachment is saved.

.Comment
Property Comment as String

This property holds a comment about the attachment.

.ApplId
Property ApplId as String

This property holds the ID of the application that created the attachment.

.PgNum
Property PgNum as Integer

This property holds the page number from the original document.

.ContentType
Property ContentType as Integer

This property holds the content type of the attachment.
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Example: For a binary attach this property returns TFC.BLK_BINARY

.ContentId
Property ContentId as String

This property is an extension for the TC SMTP Link

.ContentEncoding
Property ContentEncoding as String

This property is an extension for the TC SMTP Link

Possible values are:

BASE64

QUOTED-PRINTABLE

8BIT

7BIT

BINARY

.MimeType
Property MimeType as String

This property is an extension for the TC SMTP Link

This property is the Mime type. For a list of valid Mime types see:

ftp://ftp.isi.edu/in-notes/iana/assignments/media-types/

Mapping of MimeType
If the Attachment object does not specify a MIME type, the file name extension of the attachment is taken
to look up the Mimetype.

The lookup table comes from the registry (multistring subkey …\TOPCALL\TFC\MimeTypes) and has the
following format:
.extension,mimetype

If …\TOPCALL\TFC\MimeTypes is not found, the following key is taken as default:
 .gif,image/gif
 .jpg,image/jpg
 .htm,text/html
 .html,text/html
 .txt,text/plain
 .pdf,application/pdf
 .tci,application/tci
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.Contents
Property Contents as Contents

This property returns the list of alternative contents that is contained in the attachment. The object
returned is a collection object, which can contain Attachments, Images, Text or a whole Message.

Contents.MimeIndex()
Contents.MimeIndex(Mimetype as String) as long

This method returns the index of a given mimetype in the Contents collection.

With this helper function, the contents collection of the Attachment object can now be retrieved by the
MIME type as Index. The MIME type is case insensitive.

Example:

You want to know if there is a text representation contained in the attachment object
If –1 <> Attachment.Contents.MimeIndex("text/plain")) then
 MsgBox "got it!"
else
 MsgBox "no Text representaion"
end if

Example:

You want to see the Text representation of the attached object:
set Text = Attachment.Contents(
     Attachment.Contents.MimeIndex(“text/plain”))

Example:

You want to know which representations are contained in the attachment:
dim Whichcontent as string
dim m as tfc.message
...
get Message from somewhere
...
For Each cont In m.Contents
  If cont.WhoAmI = "Attachment" Then
    Whichcontent = "Attachment " + cont.FileName + " contains following
    representations: " + Chr$(10)
    For Each subcont In cont.Contents
      Whichcontent = Whichcontent + "   " + subcont.MimeType
      Whichcontent = Whichcontent + Chr$(10)
    Next
    MsgBox Whichcontent
  End If
Next
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Note
• No conversion is done.
• If the Attachment does not contain an alternate content of the given type, -1 is returned.
• since the Contents object is zero based, zero is a valid return value.

Event OnRead()
Event OnRead(Source as VARIANT, Buf as Variant, Len as long) as long

Parameters

Source the source of the event (The attachment object)

Buf data should be written into this buffer.The variant type has to be VT_ARRAY | VT_UI1

Len The size of the buffer. This is the request for a Write operation. Data is written into the
supplied buffer.

Return value:

The service provider returns the number of bytes written into the buffer. It returns 0 if no data was
available.

Event OnClose()
Event OnClose(Source as TFC.Attachment)

Parameters

Source the source of the event (The attachment object)

Whenever the attachment is going to be deleted, if fires a OnClose event. The SPI provider then can free
its memory buffers or close it's file handles.

Event OnSeek()
Event OnSeek(Source as TFC.Attachment, long offset, long from) as long

Whenever the TFC user invokes a "Seek", an OnSeek is fired to the attachment creator.

Parameters

Source the source of the event (The attachment object)

Offset Number of bytes.

From can be one of the following:
TFC.Seek_Begin
TFC.Seek_Current
TFC.Seek_End

Return value:
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The service provider returns the number of bytes written into the buffer. It returns 0 if no data was
available.

Seek()
Seek(long offset, long from) as long

Parameters

Offset relative to from.

from can be one of the following:
TFC.Seek_Begin
TFC.Seek_Current
TFC.Seek_End

Return Value:

If successful, it returns the new byte offset from the beginning of the file. Otherwise, the return value is –1.

Read()
Read (buf as Variant, len as long) as long

The attachment creator will receive a OnRead() even if no data is available.

Parameters

Buf data is returned in this buffer. The variant type is VT_ARRAY | VT_UI1

Len size of the buffer

Return

the number of bytes actually read.

.Summary
Attachment.Summary as String

The Summary Property is stored as Text alternative in the Attachment body. It is intended to be a human
readable Information which is more than the filename itself but less than the whole content.

For an embedded message it could be e.g. the message subject, for an embedded Document, it could be
the document class.

The summary alternative content can be distinguished from other alternative contents using the MIME
type which is "TOPCALL/Summary" for such alternative contents.

.Tag
Attachment.Tag as Variant

The tag property contains private Information which can be used by the creator of the attachment.
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The attachment creator has to know how to read data from the mail server. For this, at least a void* can
be stored in the attachment object.

Note This Tag property is NOT persistent. It is not stored on the Mail server.

.Size
Attachment.Size as long

This property represents the size of the attachment in bytes. SPI providers have to set this property.

Image

Attach()
Function Attach (FileName as String) As Boolean

This Method reads an image from a disk file and converts it to the TC image format (TCI). The graphical
format is detected automatically.

Note
• All graphic files must be black and white, coloured graphic files are not supported.
• Input graphic files can be of any size horizontally and vertically, except TCI, which has to be exactly

1728 dots wide.
• The resolution of the input file is used to determine the input size of the graphic. (either normal or fine

mode fax)
• The MODCA reader only supports MODCA files with the same attributes as created by the MODCA

writer. These files include files created by TCCONV, TCIMGIO and the LCUJOB.

Detach()
Function Detach (FileName as String, img_format as integer, [ long 
img_opts as integer],[xres as integer], [yres as integer]) As Boolean

The Detach method writes the TC Image (TCI) to a File using the specified graphical format.

See also DetachImage().
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Note
• When an input file contains more then one graphics block all the blocks are put into one TIFF, DCX or

TCI-file. Every graphic block is put on one page in the TIFF or DCX-file.
• When converting to BMP or PCX, only the first graphic block is converted.

Image.Contents ()
Function Contents

The Image Class now contains a “Contents” property which contains a list (Collection Object) of all pages.

Each page is represented by a separate Image Object. It is guaranteed that the list contents list only
contains Image objects.

Examples:

Detach all pages to different files
set ListOfPages = Image.Contents
I = 1
For each page in ListOfPages do
  page.DetachImage (0, “PageNr” & I”, 1)
...I = I + 1
next

Only detach page number 3
call image.contents(2).DetachImage(0, “PageNumber3”, 1)

Note that the collection is zero based!

Text

This Class holds a text block together with its description.

.Value
R/O  property Value as String

.Text
Property Text as String
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This property is the text itself.

Note The Text object can hold more than 64kB text. This text can be truncated depending on your
scripting engine.

Collections
The Contents class represents the TCSI List classes. There are different types of Content classes:

The Content collections, the Recipient collections and the Address collections.

Content Collections
A Contents object is returned by the .Contents property of the Message class or the .Contents property of
the attachment class. It contains Attachments, Images or Text.

Recipient Collections
The Recipients collection class represents the List of Recipients of a message. It is returned by
the .Recipients property of the Message class.

The Recipient collection class maps to the “L_RECIPIENTS” field of the “SET_HEADER” entry.

Addresses Collections
The Addresses class is returned by the .Address property of the Recipient class. It maps to the
“L_FULL_ADDR” field of the “SET_ENTRY_RS”.

It defines a list of alternative addresses of one recipient.

.Count
R/O Count as integer

The Count property returns the number of elements that are contained in the list represented by the
collection object.

Add()
Function Add(obj as VARIANT, [before as long=-1], [after as long=-1]) as Variant

This method appends an object to the end of the list or inserts an object. It returns the newly created
object. You can specify either before or after, but not both parameters. Counting the objects index starts
with 0.

Example:

You have created a message containing a text- and an imageobject. Now you want to insert a binary
object at the beginning of the message content. This has to be done like:
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Call msg.Contents.Add(ObjBinary,0)

Now you want to insert another binary object after the first object placed in the message:
Call msg.Contents.Add(ObjAnOtherBinary,,0)

Remove()
Function Remove (index as long) as boolean

This method removes an object from the specified location. Parameters

Parameter

Index The list index. The counting of the items starts with 0.

Item()
Function Item (Index as long) as variant

The Item Method returns the Object that is stored in location index. You can use the “WhatAmI” property
of the returned object to determine which Object you got back. The counting of the items starts with 0.

Example:

To iterate over a content collection object and handle different types of content:
For each item in msg.Contents
...Select Case item.WhatAmI
......Case "Text"
.........MsgBox “Text is:” & Item.Value
......Case "Image"
.........Call item.Detach(FileName, Imageformat)
......Case "Attachment"
.........‘Do whatever…
...End Case
Next
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Service Provider Interface

This section describes the service provider interface.

Overview
This interface extends TFC to work with other mail servers than TCOSS.
• a simple and common interface to all mail systems
• Basic features that are needed by simple Mail clients.
• TCSI via TFC as temporary content store.
• A common Interface to TCOSS and other mail systems

Context

For a complete description of the Service Provider Interface (SPI) see the document "TC/SPI
InterfaceManual"
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Notifications

This section describes the notifications,

TCOSS
A send order can contain termination/notification settings for the message itself, which appear when the
message is opened in TCFW and then the send options are opened. It can contain termination/notification
settings for each recipient, which are shown only within the outbox of TCFW (in the column Termination).
To request a notification for one specific send order, the termination/notification settings for the recipient
must be set. The termination/notification settings can be a combination of following flags:

TCSI name Value Description

DEL_ENTRY_POS 1 If the send order was sent successfully --> remove the send order from the "active"
mail database (ACOMINFOFILE), i.e. the yellow/white status line will disappear from
TCFW outbox

DEL_ENTRY_NEG 2 If the send order failed to be sent successfully --> remove the send order from
the "active" mail database (ACOMINFOFILE), i.e. the yellow/white status line will
disappear from TCFW outbox

NOTIF_POS 4 Request a positive notification (= notification if the send order was sent successfully)

NOTIF_NEG 8 Request a negative notification (= notification, if the send order failed to be sent
successfully, i.e. all configured retries have been done and "Retries left" is on 0)

DEL_ENV_POS 16 If the send order was sent successfully remove the message itself (belonging to this
send order) from the +MAIL/+MAIL5V folder (will be done only when the message
name starts with a digit, which is the case for messages posted via TCSI or TFC).

DEL_ENV_NEG 32 Same as DEL_ENV_POS but for the case that the message failed to be sent
successfully

ARC_POS 64 If the send order was sent successfully create an entry in the short term archive
(AARCHIVFILE0). Entries of the short term archive appear within the TCFW outbox
with a grey envelope (sent OK).

ARC_NEG 128 If the send order failed to be sent successfully, create an entry in the short term
archive. Those entries will appear in the TCFW outbox with a grey envelope (status
"cancelled").

BR_POS 256 If the send order was sent successfully, the execution of sending copy events is
activated. Nevertheless sending copy event send orders will be only executed if there
is also a sending copy message available (separate send option and configuration
settings on the FAX/Telex channels).

BR_NEG 512 If the send order failed to be sent successfully, the execution of sending copy events
is activated.
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Hints:

If you specify the DEL_ENTRY_POS, then include also the flags DEL_ENV_POS and ARC_POS -->
Send orders sent successfully appear as  in the TCFW Outbox --> recommended setting.

If you do not specify DEL_ENTRY_POS, then also do not include the flags DEL_ENV_POS and
ARC_POS --> Send orders sent successfully appear as  in the TCFW Outbox.

If you specify the DEL_ENTRY_NEG, then include also the flags DEL_ENV_NEG and ARC_NEG --
> Send orders, which failed to be sent successfully appear as  in the TCFW outbox -->
recommended setting.

If you do not specify DEL_ENTRY_NEG, then also do not include the flags DEL_ENV_NEG and
ARC_NEG -->Send orders, which failed to be sent successfully appear as  in the
TCFW outbox.

Example:
Const INT_TERMINATION = 102
Const DEL_ENTRY_POS = 1
Const DEL_ENTRY_NEG = 2
Const NOTIF_POS = 4
Const NOTIF_NEG = 8
Const DEL_ENV_POS = 16
Const DEL_ENV_NEG = 32
Const ARC_POS = 64
Const ARC_NEG = 128
Const BR_POS = 256
Const BR_NEG = 512

Dim tfcapp 
Dim TFCMsg
Dim TFCRecp 
Dim tfcaddr
Dim tfccont
Dim TFCText
Dim tfcsess
Dim int_Term 
'define a variable containing the desired termination settings
int_Term = ARC_POS + DEL_ENV_POS + DEL_ENTRY_POS + NOTIF_POS + NOTIF_NEG
Set TFCApp = CreateObject("TFC.Application")
Set tfcsess = tfcapp.CreateSession("TOM", "TCP/IP,TOM")
If tfcsess.Login("Guest", "", 1) = false then
...MsgBox "Login failed"
else
...Set TFCMsg = tfcapp.CreateMessage
...Set TFCText = tfcapp.CreateText
...Set TFCRecp = tfcapp.CreateRecipient
...Set tfccont = tfcapp.CreateContents
...Set tfcaddr = tfcapp.CreateAddress
...TFCText.Text = "This is a test message ! please ignore"
...tfcaddr.Number = "11111111111111"
...tfcaddr.Service = "FAX"
...tfccont.Add tfcaddr
...TFCRecp.Addresses = tfccont
...'Now set the termination for the recipient of the message
...TFCRecp.PutProperty INT_TERMINATION, int_Term 
...TFCMsg.Recipients.Add TFCRecp
...TFCMsg.Contents.Add TFCText
...'Now set the termination for the message itself, which appears when 
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doubleclicking into the sendoptions in TCfW
...'To do so we use the Item property. Please take care to call up also the 
Save method
...'so that all TCSI child objects are updated before adding the 
INT_TERMINATION property to the header
...TFCMsg.Save True
...TFCMsg.Item("UN_CONTENT(0).INT_TERMINATION") = int_Term
...'For debug reasons we can check the result in a backup file
...TFCMsg.Backup "C:\msg.txt", True
...If TFCMsg.Send(tfcsess.ServerID) = False Then
......MsgBox "Sending failed"
...Else
......MsgBox "Message sent"
...End If
End if

SPI Providers
Notifications are special messages with the following properties:

The flag (F_MsgType) holds the type of notification (T_DelNotif, T_NonDelNotif, T_Read, T_NonRead)

The originator is the original recipient, his TS_CORREL_1 field holds the original message path (if
available).

There are 2 time/Date fields available in the Notification:
• The CreatedAt field is the creation time of the original Message.
• The TimeAction field is the time, the Notification was created, which means it is the time and date when

the indicated action (read, delivery) occurred.

Note
• Currently this type of notification is only supported with new SPI providers (Notes, Exchange).
• For a list of supported types of notifications see the documentation of each service provider.
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Examples

This section describes few examples.

Obtaining a Server Session
Before accessing any function on the TCOSS Server, you have to create a valid server connection using a
Session object.

Visual Basic
Dim g_Application as new TFC.Application
Dim Session as TFC.Session

Set Session = g_Application.CreateSession(“ServerID”, “ServerPath”)
'check, if login was successfull:
if not Session.Login(“userName”, “Password”) then
  MsgBox (“Login Failed “ & Session.LastError)
Else
  .
  ‘use Session object for sending or retrieving
  .
EndIf
Set Session = Nothing

Alternatively you can create the Application object dynamically:
Dim g_Application as TFC.Application
Set g_Application = CreateObject("TFC.Application")

VBScript
Dim g_Application
Dim Session
Set Session = g_Application.CreateSession(“ServerID”, “ServerPath”)
if not Session.Login(“userName”, “Password”) then
  MsgBox (“Login Failed “ & Session.LastError)
Else
  .
  ‘use Session object for sending or retrieving
  .
EndIf

The following examples are based on an existing Session Object.
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Creating a New User
Example:

VBScript
Rem ===========================================
Rem How to create a new User on a TCOSS server
Rem ===========================================
Dim tfcApp
Dim tfcSession
Dim hSetUsContent
Dim hSetClientSetup
Dim hSetWsClSetup
Dim hSetWsClRights
Dim hLSetUp
Dim nErr
Dim tfcDir
Dim tfcRecipient
Dim tfcUser

Const UN_CONTENT = 1215
Const SET_US_CONTENT = 1091
Const SET_CLIENT_SETUP = 1102
Const SET_WS_CL_SETUP = 1100
Const SET_WS_CL_RIGHTS = 1094
Const L_SETUP_WS_CLIENT = 1189
Const INT_TYPE = 57
Const TS_RECP_ID = 204

Set tfcApp = CreateObject("TFC.Application")
Set tfcSession = tfcApp.CreateSession("RMTCOSS","TCP/IP,RMTCOSS")
If false = tfcSession.Login("RM") then
...WScript.Echo "Login failed"
...Err.Raise 507
End if
Rem =================================
Rem Remove already existing recipient
Rem =================================
Set tfcDir = tfcSession.OpenAddressBook
tfcDir.PutFilterValue TS_RECP_ID , "TESTUSER"
tfcDir.First...
If False = tfcDir.EOF Then tfcDir.RemoveCurrent
Rem ===================================
Rem Create new recipient entry For user
Rem ===================================
Set tfcRecipient = tfcApp.CreateRecipient
tfcApp.ohh_int_put tfcRecipient.TCSIHandle(0), INT_TYPE, 1
tfcRecipient.Addresses = "TOPCALL,TESTUSER"
tfcRecipient.RecpID = "TESTUSER"
If tfcDir.Add(tfcRecipient) = false Then
...Wscript.Echo "Saving of recipient failed with error " & tfcDir.LastError & 
" " & tfcDir.LastErrorContext
...Err.Raise 507
Else
...Wscript.Echo tfcRecipient & " saved"
End If
Rem ===============================
Rem Remove already existing user
Rem ===============================
Set tfcDir = tfcSession.OpenUserStore
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tfcDir.PutFilterValue TS_USER_ID,"TESTUSER"
tfcDir.First
If False = tfcDir.EOF Then tfcDir.RemoveCurrent
Rem ===============================
Rem Create a new user
Rem ===============================
Set tfcUser = tfcApp.CreateUser
tfcUser.UserID = tfcRecipient.RecpID
Rem ===================================
Rem create the content for the new user
Rem ===================================
nErr = tfcApp.ohh_create(tfcApp.TCSIHandle(0), SET_US_CONTENT, hSetUsContent)
nErr = tfcApp.ohh_create(tfcApp.TCSIHandle(0), SET_CLIENT_SETUP, 
hSetClientSetup)
nErr = tfcApp.ohh_create(tfcApp.TCSIHandle(0), SET_WS_CL_SETUP, hSetWsClSetup)
nErr = tfcApp.ohh_create(tfcApp.TCSIHandle(0), SET_WS_CL_RIGHTS, 
hSetWsClRights)
nErr = tfcApp.ohh_create(tfcApp.TCSIHandle(0), L_SETUP_WS_CLIENT, hLSetUp)
nErr = tfcApp.ohh_close_at(hSetWsClSetup, L_SETUP_WS_CLIENT, hLSetUp, True)
nErr = tfcApp.ohh_close_at(hSetWsClSetup, SET_WS_CL_RIGHTS, hSetWsClRights, 
True)
nErr = tfcApp.ohh_close_at(hSetClientSetup, SET_WS_CL_SETUP, hSetWsClSetup, 
True)
nErr = tfcApp.ohh_close_at(hSetUsContent, SET_CLIENT_SETUP, hSetClientSetup, 
True)
nErr = tfcApp.ohh_close_at(tfcUser.TCSIHandle(0), UN_CONTENT, hSetUsContent, 
True).........
tfcUser.Save true
If tfcDir.Add(tfcUser) = false Then
...WScript.Echo "Creating a new user failed with error " & tfcDir.LastError & 
" " & tfcDir.LastErrorContext
Else
...WScript.Echo "New user created"
End If

Open for Sending
If more than one client fetches messages, the operation "Open for sending" function should be used to
change messages.
Private Function OpenForSending(ByVal TFCApp As TFC.Application, ByVal TFCSess 
As TFC.Session, ByVal szQueue) As Variant
   Dim hMail As Variant, hMailPS As Variant
   Dim Typ As Variant
   Dim lResult As Long
   Dim hSession As Variant
   Dim hFilter As Variant
   Dim hMessage As Variant
   hSession = TFCSess.TCSIHandle(1)
   lResult = TFC.ohh_open(CLng(hSession), TFC.SET_PS_MAIL_SYSTEM, hMail, Typ)
   lResult = TFC.ohh_open(CLng(hMail), TFC.SET_PS_CONT, hMailPS, Typ)
   'Create filter object
   lResult = TFC.ohh_create(CLng(TFCApp.TCSIHandle), TFC.SET_FILTER_MS_MAIL, hFilter)
   lResult = TFC.ohh_ts_put(CLng(hFilter), TFC.TS_RECIPIENT, szQueue)
   'Open queue
   lResult = TFC.ohh_open(CLng(hMailPS), hFilter, hMessage, Typ)
   If lResult <> TFC.OK Then
     hMessage = 0
   End If
   TFC.ohh_forget hFilter
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   TFC.ohh_forget hMailPS
   TFC.ohh_forget hMail
   OpenForSending = hMessage ' Handle to the message
End Function

Entering Objects/Sending Messages
Very Easy:

Send a simple Text message to one recipient:
Session.Send(“This is the Bodytext”,”FAX,123”, “Subjecttext”)

Easy:

This example does primarily the same, but it sends the message to 2 recipients:

Put the message text and the recipient text to the message object, supply this message object to the
Session’s send method.
Dim Message as TFC.Message

Set Message = g_Application.CreateMessage
Message.Contents=” This is the Bodytext”
Message.Subject=”Subjecttext”
Message.Recipients.Add ”FAX,123”
Message.Recipients.Add ”SMTP,nobody@nowhere.com”
Session.Send(Message)

A little more advanced:

This example does the same, but it uses extended recipient fields
Dim Address As TFC.Address
Dim Message As TFC.Message
Dim Recipient As TFC.Recipient

Set Address = g_Application.CreateAddress
Address.Number = "123"
Address.Service = "FAX"

Set Recipient = g_Application.CreateRecipient
Recipient.Fullname = "TC"
Recipient.Addresses.Add Address

Set Message = g_Application.CreateMessage
Message.Contents = " This is the Bodytext"
Message.Subject = "Subjecttext"
Message.Recipients.Add Recipient

Session.Send (Message)

Retrieving Objects/Messages:
Every Object can be represented through it’s value property:
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e.g. A recipient entry can be represented with it’s Number

Easy retrieve of all recipients of a message with first active AddressNumber:
… Fetch Message from anywhere
Set recps = Message.Recipients
For i = 0 To recps.Count - 1
  Set recp = recps.Item(i)
  MsgBox recp.Fullname
Next

Or, Detailed access to all alternative addresses:
… Fetch Message from anywhere
Set recps = Message.Recipients
For i = 0 To recps.Count - 1
  Set recp = recps.Item(i)
  MsgBox "Recp: " & recp.RecpId
  Set addrs = recp.Addresses
  For j = 0 To addrs.Count - 1
    Set addr = addrs.Item(j)
    MsgBox "   Service" & addr.Service & " Number" & addr.Number
  Next
Next

Attachments:

Create a Message with an attachment:
Set Message = g_Application.CreateMessage
Message.Attach(“C:\temp\ThisIsMyFile.DOC”)
…

Detach first attachment of a message:
… Fetch Message from anywhere
Message.Detach (“C:\temp\ThisIsMyFile.DOC”)

Detach all Text, binary and graphical attachments of a message
… Fetch Message from anywhere
Set Contents = msg.Contents
For i = 0 To Contents.Count - 1
  Set Item = Contents.Item(i)
  Select Case Item.WhatAmI
    Case "Text"
      Debug.Print "Message text is: " & Item.Value
    Case "Image"
      Item.Detach FileName, TFC.IMAGEFORMAT.TCPCX
    Case "Attachment"
      Item.Detach FileName
  End Select
Next
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Installation

Note Installation has to be done by a setup program. Just in case, you want to set up a testing
environment, here is described hot to do it manually.

Dependencies
TFC needs following DLL’s to work properly:

DLL Vendor

ATL.DLL

MFC42.DLL Microsoft

MSVCRT.DLL Microsoft

TCIMG32.DLL Kofax

TCLIB32.DLL Kofax

TCSI32.DLL Kofax

TCTI32.DLL Kofax

TFC.DLL Kofax

Note
• The Kofax DLLs should be installed into the KCS shared directory (“C:Program Files\TOPCALL

\SHARED”), the Microsoft DLL’s should be installed into the System directory (usually “C:\WINDOWS
\SYSTEM” or “C:\WINDOWS\SYSTEM32”).

• For the ATL.DLL: there are different versions for Windows 9x and NT 4.0. The Version for
Windows 9.x can also be used under Windows NT 4.0.

• Minimum required TCOSS Release is 7.27.00

Test Environment
In order to run the sample programs, you need a VB Script interpreter. You can use the wscript.exe which
can be obtained on http://msdn.microsoft.com/scripting/ .

TFC was tested with the following environments:
• Visual Basic 6.0
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• Windows Scripting WScript
• LotusScript within Lotus Notes
• VBScript within Internet Explorer 6.0
• VBScript within HTML executed under IIS 4.0
• VBA under Winword

ActiveX
Before using TFC from an ActiveX Client application, you have to install (register) TFC and the ATL on
the target machine. Do this by starting the regsvr32 program, which is located in the Windows\System
directory on Windows 9.x and in the Windows\System32 directory on Windows NT 4.0 systems.

Note The ATL.DLL is usually already installed on a system where the MSVC compiler is installed.

Do this by typing the following commands on the commandline:
regsvr32  atl.dll
regsvr32  tfc.dll
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Restrictions

This section describes the restrictions.

Compatibility
Installation of old Integrated Archive or TCfJ on machines who have already installed and registered
TFC.DLL will overwrite the TFC registration with old TFC32.DLL. In this case applications relying on new
TFC might fail.

The same applies to the unlikely case that Integrated Archive and TCfJ are installed on the same machine
(any combination of old and new release).

Future Enhancements
Management objects
• Service objects
• Volume Folder
• Profile storage in user profile
• Installation of old Integrated Archive or TCfJ on machines which have already installed and registered

new TFC.DLL will overwrite the TFC registration with old TFC32.DLL. In this case application relying on
new TFC will fail.

• The same applies to the unlikely case that Integrated Archive and TCfJ are installed on the same
machine (any combination of old and new release). 
Exception: TC/SP ≥ 7.27.00 and TC/CP ≥ 3.07.00 with TC/Java and TC/Integrated Archive works.

• Children are deleted when parents disappear.

Example:
…
set msg =  GetNewInMessage(“Username”, “password”)
‘msg is invalid since the originating Session is already out of scope
…
function GetNewInMessage( user as string, password as string) as TFC.Message
set sess = a.CreateSession (“server”, “path”)
sess.Login (username, password)
set inbox  = sess.OpenInBox
set GetNewInMessage = inbox.First.OpenCurrent
sess.Logout
exit function
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Workaround: make the parent object (session and inbox in our case) global.
• High level Message treatment like Reactivate, Cancel, Forward, Terminate, Touch, Correct, reply, reply

all
• Handling of SendOptions (easy properties)
• Add method within Directory Object to insert new objects (Delete alredy exists)
• Service Store
• Restore with parameter ascii/binary (or auto detect?)
• SaveTo in various objects: Server can be specified only by server id not by object reference…
• DeleteCurrent is not supported yet
• FilterValue Property is removed in .DLL
• OpenForTransfer should be possible.
• Set/Reset Flags/Unread
• Native VB Collections are not supported for Directory objects (Recipients, Addresses, Contents)
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APPENDICES

This section provides additional information about TFC.

Quick Start Using WinWord
This section describes how to use Microsoft WinWord XP to run the sample programs delivered with TFC
and to write own programs.

1. Open Tools on the menu-bar.
2. Point to Macro in the Tools menu and click Visual Basic Editor (Shortcut Alt+F11).
3. On the Project Form (on the left side) select your current project (e.g. Project Document1).

4. Click right mouse button. A pop-up menu appears. Point on Insert and select Module.
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5. After you have done there is a new folder in your project named Modules. Open it and you can see
your modules (now only Module1). Click on Module1.

6. On the right hand side is your source-code of Module1 (a white paper). Now you can start writing
your code.

7. If you want to import sample modules click on File on the menu-bar. Then point at Import file and
click left mouse button. Select the file and click OPEN.

8. In the same way you can export modules (select Export file) for the use in other projects later on.
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9. Before running a TFC sample be sure that "TOPCALL Foundation Classes x.xx.xx” (x.xx.xx is the
Release number of TFC) is marked. You can check this by selecting References from the Tools –
menu.

Mark “TFC x.xx.xx Type Library” if necessary. If you run the TFC – samples under WinWord you
have to remove the first code line from the samples (here “sendmail”).
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10. To run a sample-module select the module and click on the Run-Button (>) on the tool-bar (which
is under the menu-bar). Keep in mind, that all modules are compiled. If you have an error in one
module, WinWord stops the execution and shows you the error.

11. If you want to delete a module, mark it by clicking on its name on the left side, then click right mouse
button. Select Remove Module from the pop-down menu. You will be asked if you want to export
the module. By clicking on YES or NO your module is removed.
You can also print your module or even the whole project, by selecting PRINT from the File-menu.

12. You can also print your module or even the whole project, by selecting PRINT from the File-menu.
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Quick Start Using Visual Basic 6
This section describes how to use Microsoft Visual Basic 6 to write own programs.

1. Start Visual Basic and in the New Project dialog select Standard EXE
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2. Visual Basic creates a new project and displays a new form.

3. Click Project and then click References. Select TOPCALL Foundation Classes xx.xx.xx in the list
(xx.xx.xx is the release number of TFC) and then click OK.
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4. In the Project Explorer window right click on Form1. In the pop up menu click on View Code. Visual
Basic opens the Code Editor window. The Code Editor window is where you write Visual Basic code
for your application.

5. First we need member variables for the TFC Application object and for the TFC Session object.
Select General in the left drop down list and select Declarations in the right drop down list.

6. Add this code to the Declarations section
 Private m_oTFCApp As TFC.Application
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Private m_oTFCSess As TFC.Session
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7. In this example we will initialize TFC and then we will login to the TCOSS server. We will do this in
the Form Load event. Select Form in the left drop down list and select Load in the right drop down list
in the Code Editor window.

8. Add this code to the Form_Load event procedure.
 Dim szSrv As String
szSrv = "TCOSS_SRV" :REM Your server name
Set m_oTFCApp = New TFC.Application
If Not m_oTFCApp Is Nothing Then
 Set m_oTFCSess = m_oTFCApp.CreateSession(szSrv, "TCP/IP," & szSrv)
 If Not m_oTFCSess Is Nothing Then
  If m_oTFCSess.Login("UserID", "Password") = False Then
   MsgBox "Error " & CStr(m_oTFCSess.LastError) & " " & _
   m_oTFCSess.LastErrorContext
  End If
 End If
Else
 MsgBox "Cannot create TFC Application object"
End If
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9. The Form_Load event procedure in the Code Editor window should then look like

10. To run the application, choose Start from the Run menu, or click the Start button  on the toolbar

or press F5.

Sample Programs
Following samples are delivered together with TFC.

The VBS samples are designed to be used with WScript, the HTM sample runs under Microsoft Internet
Explorer 4.0.

Sendmail_1.vbs

This sample sends a short text-message to a user.

Sendmail_2.vbs

Same as sample 1, but now a message-object is created.

Change_passwd.vbs

The program shows how to change the password on the server.

Backup_UserProfile.vbs
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Type in path and file. The whole userprofile will be copied in this specified file.

Sendmail.htm

This sample is the same as Sendmail_1.vbs, but within an HTML-script. Notice that you need “clouds.jpg”
in the same directory as Sendmail.htm.

TFC Content Properties
This section descibes the TFC content properties.

Directory
Problem: The directory is a common object→ can be a message, Recipient, User and other directory

Property Object_ID Comment

Value = TS_FILE_NAME or
TS_RECIPIENT_INFO or
TS_ORIGINATOR_INFO

Filename or RecipientInfo or
OriginatorInfo

Although there are no properties,
many object_id’s of the appropritate
entry type (Message, User,
Recipient) are accessible via
GetProperty.

Message
Property Object_ID Comment

Value = FileName TS_FILE_NAME

CostCenter TS_COST_CENTER

Costs TS_COST

CreatedAt TIME_CREATED As DATE

DeliveryAt TIME_DATE & TIME_OF_DAY comes from Header

Flags INT_TERMINATION & INT_STATE &
INT STATUS & INTOPTIONS

A combination of Status, State,
Options and Termination

FileName TS_FILE_NAME

LastAction LAST_MDA_NOTE +
LAST_MDA_ACTION

MsgType INT_MSG_TYPE

Originator SET_ENTRY_RS_ORIGINATOR Comes from SET_HEADER

Priority INT_PRIORITY

Recipient L_RECIPIENTS Comes from SET_HEADER

Size INT_FILE_SIZE
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Property Object_ID Comment

Subject TS_REF

Recipient
Property Object_ID Comment

Value = RecpId TS_RECP_ID

Company TS_COMPANY

CostCenter TS_COST_CENTER

Deptm TS_DEPTM

Fullname TS_FULLNAME

RecpId TS_RECP_ID

Salute TS_SALUTE

FreeText TS_FREETEXT

User
Inherited from Recipient +

Property Object_ID Comment

Value = UserID TS_USER_ID

Password TS_PASSWORD W/O Clear text
R/W Encrypted

Representative TS_REPRESENTATIVE

Group TS_GROUP

CostCenter TS_COST_CENTER

Language TS_LANGUAGE

UserID TS_USER_ID

(t.b.d. Action Lists, Rights, other
stuff)

Address
Property Object_ID Comment

Value = "Service,Number" Optional Fullname

Number TS_XXX_NUMBER

Service TS_SERVICE
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Text
Property Object_ID Comment

Value = Text

Text UN_CONTENT

Codepage INT_CODEPAGE

Image
Property Object_ID Comment

Value =

XResolution INT_X_RES Dpi

YResolution INT_Y_RES Dpi

NrOfLines INT_N_OF_LINES R/O

FreeText TS_FREETEXT

Attachment
Property Object_ID Comment

Value = text content Including sub objects.

ApplId TS_APPL_ID

Comment TS_XXX_NUMBER

ContentEncoding TS_SERVICE

ContentId TS_CONTENT_ID

Contents the alternative collection

ContentType INT_CONTENT_TYPE

FileName TS_FILE_NAME

MimeType TS_CONTENT_TYPE

MsgType INT_MSG_TYPE

PgNum INT_PG_NUM

ServerID TS_SERV_ID

Service TS_SERVICE

TosFolder TS_TOS_FOLDER

Error Numbers
Following error numbers are returned by Application.LastError:
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Code TFC Code Description

10 WRN_TRUNCATED textstring was too long

100 OK ok

101 OK_MORE ok more information available

107 INF_END_REACHED the end of object (or file) has been reached

200 UNKNOWN_200 send orders deleted partially

201 UNKNOWN_201 texts deleted partially

202 UNKNOWN_202 send orders re-routed partially

300 ERR_OBJ_EXISTS attempt to overwrite an existing object

301 ERR_OBJ_NOT_EXIST a child of certain type doesn't exist

302 ERR_FOLDER_FULL max. entries/envelopes reached

303 UNKNOWN_303 too many send orders

304 ERR_OTHER_UPDATING object is temporarily locked

305 UNKNOWN_305 send order(s) not deleted

306 UNKNOWN_306 file(s) not deleted

308 ERR_STORE_FULL max. store capacity reached

309 ERR_NO_HANDLE temporarily no handle available

310 UNKNOWN_310 memory full

311 UNKNOWN_311 abbreviated number does not exist

312 UNKNOWN_312 abbreviated numbers file does not exist

313 UNKNOWN_313 text too long

314 ERR_NODRV Internal: Drive does not exist

315 ERR_DSKERR Internal: Disk Error

316 UNKNOWN_316 abbreviated numbers file locked

317 UNKNOWN_317 wrong command

318 UNKNOWN_318 no message

319 UNKNOWN_319 no record

320 UNKNOWN_320 loop detected

321 UNKNOWN_321 send order(s) not re-routed

322 ERR_RIGHTS insufficient user rights

400 UNKNOWN_400 bad command syntax

401 UNKNOWN_401 bad parameter

402 UNKNOWN_402 missing parameter

403 UNKNOWN_403 bad reference

404 UNKNOWN_404 bad correction mode
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Code TFC Code Description

405 UNKNOWN_405 bad number

406 UNKNOWN_406 bad channel

407 UNKNOWN_407 bad date

408 UNKNOWN_408 bad time

409 UNKNOWN_409 bad low value

410 UNKNOWN_410 bad high value

411 UNKNOWN_411 bad number series

412 UNKNOWN_412 bad actual number

414 UNKNOWN_414 bad value for last value of number series

415 UNKNOWN_415 bad value for file number

416 UNKNOWN_416 bad author

417 UNKNOWN_417 bad mode

418 UNKNOWN_418 (bad break parameter )

419 UNKNOWN_419 (bad error code)

420 UNKNOWN_420 (bad document- and page-number)

421 UNKNOWN_421 bad type

422 UNKNOWN_422 (bad END-code)

423 UNKNOWN_423 bad stop parameter

424 UNKNOWN_424 (bad CTIME)

425 ERR_WRONG_VALUE value exceeds the object's range

426 UNKNOWN_426 bad termination parameter

427 UNKNOWN_427 bad nodes

428 UNKNOWN_428 bad originator

429 UNKNOWN_429 bad user id

430 UNKNOWN_430 bad notpa

431 UNKNOWN_431 bad cost centre

432 UNKNOWN_432 bad posdu

433 UNKNOWN_433 bad send typ

434 UNKNOWN_434 bad priority

435 UNKNOWN_435 bad notif

436 UNKNOWN_436 bad record (= record too long)

500 ERR_CHANGED different object version

501 ERR_INVALID_HANDLE no object exists for the spec. handle

502 ERR_LENGTH Internal: Truncate with wrong length
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Code TFC Code Description

600 ERR_NOT_PERMITTED call of function is not permitted

601 ERR_OUT_OF_MEMORY too less memory left to perform operation

602 ERR_NO_PARENT save attempt to an object w/o parent obj.

603 ERR_WRONG_TYPE type does not allow this kind of operation

604 ERR_INVALID_TIME invalid time value

605 ERR_WRONG_NAME invalid sub object specifier

606 ERR_WRONG_NRS invalid number series

607 ERR_NO_CHANNEL invalid channel specifier

608 ERR_NO_CONN connection to server could not be established

609 ERR_USER_ID invalid user ID

610 ERR_PASSWORD wrong password

611 ERR_NO_SERV_CONNECTION not possible to maintain connection

612 ERR_SERVER_BUSY server temporarily busy

613 ERR_SESSION_LOST passive session was cancelled

614 ERR_INVALID_SELECTOR selector object is invalid

615 ERR_INVALID_ENTRY corrupted entry

616 ERR_INVALID_RECVR a receiver entry could not be accepted

617 ERR_WRONG_ORIGINATOR Originator wrong

618 ERR_INVALID_STATUS status change not possible

619 ERR_END_OF_BLOCK the end of block is reached

620 ERR_UNKNOWN_FUNCTION wrong function for that object type

621 ERR_REGISTRATION_LIMIT Registration Limit reached

622 ERR_WRONG_FORMAT illegal ASCII objectformat

623 ERR_INVALID_PATH invalid syntax for path

624 ERR_VERSION incompatible Program Versions

626 ERR_LONG_FOLDER folder name too long for local folder

630 ERR_GEN_CONNECT DISC_IND_T received at connect

631 ERR_NO_CALL_CONF no call confirmation from server

700 ERR_NO_SESSION session was cancelled

701 ERR_END_OF_STREAM stream was cancelled by control frame

702 ERR_DISCONNECT disconnect for any reason

750 TCTI_ERR_SIZE maximum datasize exceeded

751 TCTI_ERR_INVALID_HANDLE invalid HTCTI

752 TCTI_ERR_NO_SAP temporarily no SAP available
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Code TFC Code Description

754 TCTI_ERR_FULL sending queue full

755 TCTI_ERR_NOT_CONNECTED line disconnected

756 TCTI_ERR_ILL_FRAME illegal frame received

757 TCTI_DISC_IND_APPL disconnect indication received

758 TCTI_DISC_IND_T disconnect due to line problems

759 TCTI_CALL_IND call indication received

760 TCTI_CALL_CONF call confirmation received

761 TCTI_DATA_IND data indication received

762 TCTI_CONTR_DATA_IND control data received

770 TCTI_ERR_CONNECT error during connect

771 TCTI_ERR_DISCONNECT error during disconnect

772 TCTI_ERR_SERVER_INIT server could not be started

800 ERR_FATAL_SERV Range for Fatal errors from server or OHH

801 ERR_NEST_MAX Max. poss. level of object nesting reached

802 ERR_B_STREAM_SIZE Internal Objectbuffer overrun

803 ERR_NOTFREE wrong index into a list

804 ERR_NOTFOUND wrong index into a list

805 ERR_SESSION_LIMIT number of sessions wrong

806 ERR_CFILNR CIF internal problem

807 ERR_ENV_READ ENV internal

808 ERR_ENV_WRITE ENV internal

850 ERR_FATAL_OHH Range for Fatal OHH errors

851 ERR_NO_CONTENT OHH produced Entry w/o content

852 ERR_NOT_POSSIBLE Wrong Function Code sent to OHL

853 ERR_LOCK_FAILED Lock of memory Block failed

854 ERR_SETFULL Container has no Child Slot left

855 ERR_STREAM_FORMAT OHH produced corrupted stream

888 ERR_OHHINTERNAL general fatal errorcode

889 ERR_STREAM_INIT can not initialize stream (tcti,file,..)

1010 FXC_ERR_PIXLEN incorrect lenght of pixelline

1011 FXC_ERR_TCI Corrupted TCI-Block

1012 FXC_ERR_OVERRUN Overrun error while receiving

1013 FXC_ERR_ABORTED Motor was aborted

1014 FXC_ERR_LOADLIB unable to load TCGTOOL.DLL (for watchdog)
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Code TFC Code Description

1015 FXC_NO_OBJECTS msgIterate: No objects found

1016 FXC_PAGE_RNG from_page out of range

1017 FXC_NO_DATA there was no image data

1020 FXC_ERR_INP Error on opening of input file

1021 FXC_ERR_OUT Error on opening of output file/device

1022 FXC_ERR_TMP Error on opening of temporary file

1023 FXC_ERR_MEM Error not enough free memory

1024 FXC_ERR_VGA Error no VGA card installed

1025 FXC_ERR_CMD Error in command line

1026 FXC_ERR_COM Error opening com port

1027 FXC_ERR_FNT Error loading font

1028 FXC_ERR_FMT Format error

1029 FXC_ERR_RES Resolution error wrong for TCI

1030 FXC_ERR_SCA Scaletopage with wrong size

1031 FXC_ERR_INVAL Invalid argument

1032 FXC_OBJ_TOO_DEEP msgIterate: possible recursion in TCSI objects

1100 FXC_ERR_FATAL Perror was called

1101 FXC_ERR_PSLOADLIB Postscript DLL cannot be loaded

1102 FXC_ERR_PSNOTMPF Postscript: Cannot create tempfile

1103 FXC_ERR_PCLEXCEPTION Lincoln Converter Exception occurred during PCL
conversion

1104 FXC_ERR_PSEXCEPTION Lincoln Converter Exception occurred during PS
conversion

9000 ERR_TFC_INTERNAL div. - memory, ...

9001 ERR_TFC_INV_CP invalid codepage specified

9002 ERR_TFC_INV_APPS invalid or no application session

9003 ERR_TFC_INV_PS invalid type of permanent store

9004 ERR_TFC_INV_SESS invalid or no server session

9005 ERR_TFC_SEARCH_TMO Search in folder display timed out

9006 ERR_TFC_INV_PARAM invalid parameter in call to TFC method

9007 ERR_TFC_EMPTYOBJ The Object supplied was empty
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